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Abstract

This dissertation focuses on how Chicana/o graduate students negotiate the
need to feel connected to family, community and cultural ties while engaging in
research and writing that acknowledges the contributions of all of their sources of
knowledge—including those outside of the academy. This research is important
because it offers critical interventions into how to improve equity and diversity for
students of color and their communities in the university setting and also pushes
the field of feminist studies by centering theories that embrace corporeal and
material realities as central to feminist political ideology by insisting, as women of
color feminists have, that family, community and culture cannot be separated
from educational and academic spaces. It also introduces the concept of an
Underground Calmecac Resistance as a means for survival for Chicana/o
graduate students. This research is carried out through interviews,
questionnaires, experiential knowledge and by highlighting the significance of
mainstream (im)migration narratives and language for Chicana/Chicano graduate
students while using work by key theorists, Gloria Anzaldúa, Cherríe Moraga,
and bell hooks.
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Chicanas/os in Contested Spaces: Communal Forms of Resistance
and the Creation of Underground Calmecacs
“De que me sirve el dinero, si estoy como prisionero, dentro de esta gran prision.
Cuando me acuerdo hasta lloro y aunque la jaula sea de oro, no deja de ser prision.”1
“This new racism has pounded hegemonic theories into us, making us feel like we don’t fit.”2

“It may feed your belly, but not your soul, I tell my Xicano students.”3

Chapter 1: Introduction

Background
Based on a talk given in 1992, Gloria Anzaldúa wrote about and for “the
New Mestiza nation.” Anzaldúa stated: “For mestiza’s such as myself, the areas
of study that professors want us to concentrate on do not appeal. We want new
books, new areas of inquiry, and new methodologies….We struggle to make
room for ourselves, to change the academy so that it does not invalidate, stamp
out or crush our connections to the communities we come from.”4 In this address,
I read Anzaldúa’s yearning for new books and new methods as a result of the
complexity of Chicana/o subjectivities and a fear that if the various multiple and
overlapping connections are not recognized, those connections will indeed be
1

Los Tigres del Norte from their song, “Jaula de Oro.” Translation: What good is money
if I feel like a prisoner locked up in this huge prison? When I think about it, it makes me
cry. Even if the bars are made of gold, it never ceases to be a prison.”
2
Gloria Anzaldúa, in the “New Mestiza Nation: A Multicultural Movement” in Keating,
206.
3
Cherríe Moraga on how “spiritually unrewarding Gringolandia is” in “A Xicanadyke
Codex of Changing Conciousness, pg 7.
4
Keating, AnaLouise. Ed. The Gloria Anzaldúa Reader. Durham, NC: Duke
University Press, 2009, 208.
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“stamped out” in the normalizing process of academia. Anzaldúa goes on to
explain that the “new mestiza” stands in stark contrast to the theories and
concepts of the mainstream, thus demanding new modes of inquiry. “This new
mestiza is a category that threatens the hegemony of neo-conservatives because
it breaks down the labels and theories used to manipulate and control us.”5
On April 20, 2011 University of Minnesota students from the Whose
University? Campaign comprised of students, educators, workers and community
members joined together to create a “day of education” that sought to “challenge
the University of Minnesota’s priorities in equal access and resources for
underrepresented groups.”6 Promo videos filmed by the student organizers
included students of color holding signs that read, “my culture is not your
resource” and “I’m the first generation, not the last.”7 University of Minnesota
students of color and their allies started a grassroots initiative that aimed to
challenge the university to reevaluate its commitment to racial and ethnic
diversity in the classroom and administrative policy implementation. One student
explained, “You can’t just talk about who gets into the U without also talking
about what happens to students in these spaces. And what happens to students
in the classroom…and part of that is the very material that we are being taught or
that we are engaging with in that classroom space. You can’t talk about ‘whose
5

Keating, 205.
See Whose University? campaign website
https://sites.google.com/site/whoseuniversityfilm/home
7
see Whose University? Trailer
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eX5UyZ0ciKQ&feature=player_embedded
6
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university’ without talking about whose knowledge, whose voices, who is being
represented, who is able to speak.”8 During the day of education event,
organizers brought between 300-400 surrounding area high school students to
take part in the important conversations about the direction of the University.
There were local poets, spoken word artists, theatre performances, Mexica
dancers and intentional dialogue between students, faculty and the community.
Although the events of that day will not soon be forgotten, the momentum of the
campaign seemed to have slowed because as student organizers, they could not
simply ignore their studies, jobs and other familial responsibilities. This is often
the case when underrepresented students speak out against injustices and
encounter institutional constraints.9
As a participant of the Whose University day of education, I have
continued to think about the questions of access, equity, knowledge, and access
to alternative spaces for students of color at the University level. This dissertation
focuses on how graduate students of color, specifically Chicanas/os, survive,
thrive and create alternative spaces while in the academy. This project brings to
the forefront the vast community, cultural and familial support systems that
Chicana/o graduate students create and maintain in their efforts to reach their
doctoral degrees. It will also interrogate how epistemic violence and silencing on
8

see Whose University? Trailer
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eX5UyZ0ciKQ&feature=player_embedded
9
In the fall of 2013, a group of students revived the campaign naming it Whose
Diversity? and a set of diversity demands were presented to University’s President
Kaler.
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campus resembles historical processes of colonization and how Chicanas/os are
resisting this intellectual and linguistic re-colonization. An assumption exists that
community, cultural and familial support systems should not be valued or
acknowledged when in fact they are not only central, but often contingent, to
Chicana/o graduate student success.10 The academic acculturation process
assumes a stark separation between the personal and academic lives of its
advanced degree seeking students. In addition, our needs and desires
(socioeconomic and political), are often in conflict and tension with the false
perception that the production of knowledge must be “objective.” However, it is
my contention that forcibly imposing a division of cultural, communal and familial
aspects of the self further exacerbates the institutional violence that Chicana/o
graduate students experience in the university. I argue that their survival in
academic spaces and their survival in familial, cultural and communal spaces are
dependent on one another.
Centering the narratives of Chicana/o graduate students and their families
allows us see how “equity and diversity” programs are in fact materializing for
graduate students and in turn how these narratives affect student success. The
interdisciplinary nature of this dissertation allows me to engage in critical race,
gender and classed discussions surrounding the experiences of Chicana/o
graduate students in order to understand how several decades of diversity and

10

Part of my project will include a discussion of what this means for Chicana/o students
and whether it falls in line with University standards of success.
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inclusion rhetoric have resulted in less than one percent of Chicana/os earning a
post-secondary degree.11 I argue that efforts to assimilate students through
linguistic and intellectual colonization and expecting students not disrupt the
existing structures of the university by forcing them to cut ties to their ancestral
and cultural connections, contributes greatly to these statistics. I also interrogate
what “success” means for Chicana/o graduate students and how their notion of
success informs their complex and sometimes overlapping commitments to
various spaces, i.e. academic, community and family.
As a field of inquiry, Feminist Studies allows students to push the
boundaries and think critically about how race, gender, class, nation, and
numerous other subjectivities affect our experiences. This project will assist
institutions, academic programs and interdisciplinary fields like Feminist Studies
in the process of broadening their understanding of Chicana/o students, their
communities and families, as they pursue the ethics of equity, diversity and
inclusivity.
My purposes are to identify the challenges/obstacles that impede
Chicana/o completion and success in graduate school; to identify the ways in
which university departments can offer support that is culturally relevant and
effective for all; to be inclusive of the non-normative support structures that have
assisted Chicana/o students in achieving success; and to create (as well as to
11

See Tara J. Yosso’s discussion of the Chicana Chicano Educational Pipeline in Critical
Race Counterstories Along the Chicana Chicano Educational Pipeline. (New York,
NY:Routeledge, 2006).She states that less than 0.2% of Chicanas/os receive a PhD.
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enact) more ethical methodological approaches. My hope is to produce
knowledge that might lead to institutional changes.
Chicana/o students, many of whom come from immigrant families,
confront the complex realities of belonging when they enter graduate school. I
argue that Chicanas/os who are first generation college students and/or from
working class families and communities have developed different social, political
and intellectual relationships with higher education than have mainstream white
students with regard to an understanding of epistemology. In addition, the forged
relationships between Chicanas/os and academia are impacted by relational
determinations of knowledge and power in the academy. This project offers a
critical analysis of the orthodox epistemologies in university classrooms, while
addressing how the racialization of Chicana/o students creates a critical
opportunity for carving out alternative spaces of survival and knowledge
production. This necessitates uncovering how first-generation Chicanas/os in
post secondary institutions negotiate their identities in academic and nonacademic spaces. I ask what it means for students to maintain connections to
their home and community (“homeplace”) and yet to have to simultaneously
disconnect in many ways in order to attend college. This allows me to explore,

6

analyze and interpret the ways that they negotiate their roles as academics and
as gente.12
In order to investigate the limits of mainstream academic epistemologies
and explore how Chicana/o graduate students experience this, my central
question is: How do Chicanas/os negotiate the need to feel connected to family,
community and culture and engage in research and writing that acknowledges
the academic contributions and support of those persons outside the academy
who are deemed unimportant or excessive? How do they do this at the same
time that they must absorb and articulate already accepted theoretical work in
their fields?

The Authors I Wish I Had Been Assigned in GWSS 810813
Anzaldúa’s theory of the new mestiza identity is the concept of mestiza
consciousness that will be employed throughout my work. Despite more than a
quarter of a century of this concept being available for incorporation into
mainstream feminist theory, I will explore why its more radical challenges have

12

I am intentionally choosing not to italicize Spanish words in this dissertation as an
attempt to de-center Standard English and embrace the cultural and linguistic nuances
without a disruption of a font break.
13
This is the introductory graduate course that was titled, “Feminist Theory and
Methods” in 2009 when I took it. All incoming Gender, Women and Sexuality Studies
graduate students are required to take this course their first year in the program as it
serves as an introductory of sorts. It has since been renamed “Genealogies of Feminist
Theory.”
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failed to significantly change the field and thus the experiences of Chicana/o
graduate students.
Throughout this dissertation I will also be in conversation with Cindy
Cruz’s conceptual framework of an “epistemology of a brown body”14 which
situates women of color bodies as central to knowledge production as they speak
through multiple voices and experiences. Cruz articulates, “our production of
knowledge begins in the bodies of our mothers and grandmothers, in the
acknowledgement of the critical practices of women of color before us. The most
profound and liberating politics come from the interrogations of our own social
locations, a narrative that works outward from our specific corporealities.”15 In
addition to Cruz’s “epistemology of a brown body” I also employ Cherríe
Moraga’s “theory of the flesh”16 to analyze the ways that women of color navigate
and negotiate feminist inquiry.
Both of these frameworks provide grounding for the ways women of color
negotiate their power and identity and relates to the way Chicana/o graduate
students also negotiate their various communities while navigating academic
spaces. They contribute to a growing scholarship that values personal narrative

14

See Cruz, Cindy. “Toward an Epistemology of a Brown Body” in International Journal
of Qualitative Studies in Education, 657-669.
15
Cruz, 658.
16
Moraga, Cherríe and Gloria Anzaldúa. Eds, This Bridge Called My Back: Writings by
Radical Women of Color (Waterton, MA: Persephone Press, 1981), 23. Moraga notes,
“We are often the colored in a white feminist movement. We are the feminists among the
people of our culture. We are often the lesbians among the straight. We do this bridging
by naming ourselves and by telling our stories in our own words.”
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and testimonio tradition that, relies on, and respects, their brown bodies and all of
their distinct racial, classed, sexual and gendered experiences all while honoring
the various knowledges and voices that have contributed to the process of
knowledge creation. I also value this collaborative process, and as a result my
work mirrors the work in Telling to Live: Latina Feminst Testimonios. The
contributors state, “While our writings may stand on their own, our collaborative
process which used the method of testimonio, ultimately was framed by common
political views about how to create knowledge and theory through our
experiences.”17
In 1983, Cherríe Moraga and Gloria Anzaldúa collaborated with numerous
other Women of Color to create “one of the most cited works in feminist
theorizing.” Here Moraga penned the “theory of the flesh” which she called a
“politic born out of necessity.” It states, “We are the colored in a white feminist
movement. We are the feminists among the people of our culture. We are often
the lesbians among the straight. We do this bridging by naming ourselves and
telling our stories in our own words.”18 For me, the power of Moraga’s words
comes from the urge to name and tell one’s story in one’s own words. I view this
as a political and ethical move towards survival because this urge speaks to the
need to keep the connections between the academy and family, community,
17

The Latina Feminst Group, Telling to Live: Latina Feminist Testimonios, Durham, NC:
Duke University Press, 2001, 8.
18
Moraga, Cherríe, in Making Face, Making Soul, Haciendo Caras: Creative and Critical
Perspetives of Feminists of Color. Anzaldúa, Gloria, ed. San Francisco, CA: Aunt Lute
Books, 1990, 23.
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cultural self, intact. Chicanas/os for whom this resonates are often responding to
the demand to sever ties with anyplace or anyone that reminds them of the
corporeal and material realities that form part of their knowledge base, but that
seem to have no place in the politically neutral classroom.
Paul Thomas in his article, “Education as ‘Politically Contested Spaces’”
discusses the negotiations of power that inform student, teacher, and
administrator choices as political choices. He states,
People in positions of authority who mandate or coerce others to be
politically neutral or objective are themselves being political and
oppressive; thus, they are either purposefully or implicitly using their
authority to act politically themselves to maintain the balance of
power in their favor…To remove another person’s political
autonomy is the most corrosive act of politics we know; it’s
oppression19
In this sense, to be politically neutral in the feminist classroom translates to being
passive, silent and non-emotional. To exclude experiential knowledge or simply
to not welcome or embrace the cultural, familial, and community ties that
students of color rely on is a way to demand political neutrality while excluding
any extra or even messy information that will distract from maintaining the status
quo. Joe Kincheloe states “Too often, mainstream education teaches students
and teachers to accept the oppressive workings of power—in the name of neutral

19

Thomas, Paul. “Education as ‘Politically Contested Spaces.’” The Daily Censored.
February 2012. http://truth-out.org/opinion/item/6881:education-as-“politically-contestedspaces
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curriculum, in an attempt to take politics out of education.”20 However, Moraga’s
need to tell one’s story in one’s own words speaks back to this power and names
such action as a political survival move that is also feminist in nature.
As I mentioned earlier, the work of contributors in the book Telling to Live,
state, “Many of us, in one way or another, are professional testimoniadoras
(producers of testimonios), whether as oral historians, literary scholars,
ethnographers, creative writers, or psychologists. They go on to state, “we
arrived at the importance of testimonio as a crucial means of bearing witness and
inscribing into history those lived realities that would otherwise succumb to the
alchemy of erasure.”21 My work follows the trajectory of testimonio through the
interviews I conducted with Chicana/o graduate students and through my own
personal narrative. I believe that “bearing witness,” and naming our experiences
as both personal and collective allows for pockets of resistance to university
measures meant to silence and contain our stories.
Another theoretical framework that guides this work is Dolores DelgadoBernal’s concept of “pedagogies of the home.” Delgado-Bernal states that
Chicanas/os, Mexicanas/os create “strategies of resistance” by honoring the
learning that happens in the home and community while "negotiating, struggling

20

Joe Kincheloe, Joe L. Critical Pedagogy Primer, Second Edition. New York: Peter
Lang, 2008, pg 34.
21
Telling to Live: Latina Feminist Testimonios, Durham, NC: Duke University Press,
2001.
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or embracing their bilingualism, biculturalism, commitment to communities, and
spiritualities."22 She goes on to explain that her framework:
[puts] cultural knowledge and language at the forefront to better
understand lessons from the home space and local communities.
…because power and politics are at the center of all teaching and
learning, the application of household knowledge to situations
outside of the home becomes a creative process that interrupts the
transmission of ‘official knowledge’ and dominant ideologies23
Although Delgado-Bernal focuses her work on college students, this
framework will be an important guide for my work as I attempt to understand
exactly how this happens specifically for Chicana/o students as they continue
onto their post-secondary career. In addition, Delgado-Bernal discusses how
perceived deficits such as, “limited English proficiency, inferior cultural/religious
practices, or too many non-university-related-responsibilities” can actually be
assets for students even if they do not seem to be to mainstream Universities.24
The critical interventions and deconstruction of hegemonic narratives
happens on a daily basis in the conversations and interactions within our various
social locations in our communities, families and schools. Unfortunately, these
spaces cannot inform one another freely because of imposed divisions created
by institutional and professional barriers. Understanding what is at stake for
Chicana/o graduate students within this imposed fragmentation is at the center of

22

Delgado,Bernal, Dolores. “Learning and Living Pedagogies of the Home: The Mestiza
Consciousness of Chicana Students.” Qualitative Studies In Education, Vol. 14, No. 5,
2001. 623-639. pg 635.
23
Delgado-Bernal, 624.
24
Delgado Bernal, 628.
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this project. As a person of color in academia, I am drawn to and invested in the
assumed divide between theory and praxis.25 Gloria Anzaldúa states,
It is not enough to theorize and intellectualize—theory needs to
connect to action and activism. When theorizing, we need to ask of
ourselves and other’s: what does this theory have to do with
working class people, women of color, single women with children?
What is the ideological and political function of this particular
theory? How is this theory being used as an ideological weapon?26
With this in mind, it is important for me to consider how and in what ways,
Chicana/o graduate students respond to the demand to separate their home,
community and academic lives. These false divides act as contested spaces.
Here the divide between intellectual and experiential knowledge becomes a
binary where only conflict can arise. Pointing to the divide between objective and
subjective knowledge, (on which traditional education stands), without
understanding the complex relationship between the two forecloses the
possibility of new knowledges as well as the usefulness of alternative
epistemologies.
In Lucila Vargas’ article, “When the ‘Other’ is the Teacher: Implications of
Teacher Diversity in Higher Education,” Vargas proposes that the “Other
Teacher” is one that is viewed in opposition to the hegemonic “normal,” teacher.
In this sense, the “Other Teacher” is constantly juxtaposed in relation to the
white, English speaking, upper middle class, heterosexual male figure. I show
25

This term comes from Freire’s theory of critical pedagogy. In Pedagogy of the
Oppressed, he defines it as “reflection and action directed at the structures to be
transformed,” 126.
26
Keating, 212.
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how “Other students” or “Other feminists” are situated in relation to a naturalized
subject space occupied by someone who is white, straight, and/or upper to
middle class.
These normalizing characteristics then become invisible and the feminist
who doesn’t possess them is othered and categorized in a variety of violent
ways. When women of color theorize from the flesh, academics are too often
hesitant to grant full rights and privileges to these types of theories/theorists
because they often challenge the norms of knowledge production and highlight a
move from theory to practice. This is evidenced in the contradiction with which
many members of the academy use feminists texts like Anzaldúa, Moraga and
bell hooks but do not see them as having the same academic value because of
their experiential nature and lack of highly theoretical language. The facility with
which women of color theories are briefly referenced, yet decontextualized and/or
misrepresented do not change the fact that such theories are said to be too
specific, too personal, and too reliant on experiential knowledge as opposed to
texts which are incorrectly assumed to speak universally or objectively.
Another example of this is referenced in hooks’ Teaching to Transgress,
where she quotes Katie Kings’ article regarding Chela Sandoval. “’Sandoval has
been published only sporadically and eccentrically, yet her circulating

14

unpublished manuscripts are much more cited and often appropriated, even
while the range of her influence is rarely understood.’”27
Critical pedagogy is described as being “dedicated to resisting the harmful
effects of dominant power. Advocates of critical pedagogy work to expose and
contest oppressive forms of power as expressed in socioeconomic class elitism,
Eurocentric ways of viewing the world, patriarchal oppression, and imperialism
around the world.”28 Edén Torres, a proponent of critical feminist pedagogy
discusses the contradictions that occur for Chicanas when they enter contested
spaces. She states, “…I began to realize that I was an expert on my experience
in the world. In keeping with what bell hooks has called ‘theorizing through
autobiography,’ Freire’s work has continually made me consider the irony of
being a Chicana from a working-class background and a teacher in a major
research university.”29 While intending to resist dominant power and challenge
oppressive systems in the classroom, Chicanas like Torres soon confront the
barriers imposed by our shifting positions within the institution and community.
Nonetheless, resistance occurs and although systemic and institutional barriers
are confronted, Chicanas/os find ways, often communally, to subvert them.
Torres states,
When I speak about oppression, I teach with emotion, personal
stories, body language and fluctuating tones of voice that indicate
27

King quoted by hooks, 62.
Kincheloe, 34.
29
Torres, Edén. Chicana Without Apology: the New Chicana Cultural Studies. New York:
Routledge, 2003, pg 75.
28
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some visceral response on my part. All of this grows out of my
history (both personal and communal), as well as my day-to-day
experiences in the contemporary world…I want [students] to see
the way in which intertwining, overlapping, intersecting, or
simultaneously occurring forms of prejudice, and exploitation
actually wound people.30
Though often thought of as “messy” or “excessive” by mainstream academics,
Torres articulates her need to embody and tell her theory. This choice is so
important not only for mainstream students to witness, but also for students of
color who are also feeling in the classroom. When she speaks on her desire to
“show them my scars, to disrupt the socialization processes that have made it so
easy for them to disconnect from the ways people are harmed by oppressive
systems,” Torres is creating a space in which students of color can reflect and
feel connected to the ways they have also personally and/or communally
experienced oppression in overtly contested spaces. These acts of resistance
speak back to the desire to neutralize the classroom.
bell hooks asserts, “I make a definite distinction between that marginality
that is imposed by oppressive structures and that marginality one chooses as a
site of resistance—as a location of radical openness and possibility.”31 In this
dissertation, I am assessing how “marginality” is understood, embraced and/or
perceived by Chicana/o graduate students. This has been an important aspect of
my research as I looked at how Chicana/o graduate students are creating
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alternative spaces both within and outside the University. hooks states,
“[marginality] is also the site of radical possibility, a space of resistance. It was
this marginality that I was naming as a central location for the production of a
counter-hegemonic discourse that is not just found in words but in habits of being
and the way one lives.”32 This passage relates specifically to Cindy Cruz’s
theorizing around an “epistemology of a brown body” where she states that
theory is often rendered a “bodiless entity, a concept and framework whose
interests lie outside our social environments and that is unaffected by the
workings of everyday material realities.”33 hooks directly challenges the notion of
theory as “bodiless” and situates it as intrinsically tied to her way of life; in
everyday material realities.
Similarly, in Teaching to Transgress, hooks discusses the possibilities of
theory and education as liberatory. She states, “When our lived experiences of
theorizing is fundamentally linked to the process of self-recovery, of collective
liberation, no gap exists between theory and practice.”34 In addition, hooks views
her writing as the most powerful when it engages readers to think critically and
reflect for themselves. She explains,
To me, this theory emerges from the concrete, from my efforts to
make sense of everyday life experiences, from my efforts to
intervene critically in my life and in the lives of others. This to me is
what makes feminist transformation possible. Personal testimony,
personal experience, is such fertile ground for the production of
32
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liberatory feminist theory because it usually forms the base of our
theory making35
Hooks’ attention to the theory making that occurs daily and in our personal
experiences and testimony allows for students of color to understand liberatory
feminist theory is something that is connected to our selves and by extension our
communities. Theory then becomes something to which we all have access and
a right to embody and share.
For Chicanas/os Latinas/os, race and racism are issues that must be
confronted daily and in a variety of situations. Michael Omi and Howard Winant
describe Racialization in, Racial Formation in the United States, as the
“extension of racial meaning to a previously racially unclassified relationship,
social practice or group. Racialization is an ideological process, an historically
specific one.”36 Through this process, I argue, Chicanas/os Latinas/os are
continually racialized regardless of citizenship or socioeconomic status. As a
result they confront racism structurally as well as interpersonally. However, it is
important to note that overt instances of racism are not usually socially
acceptable when discussing American born citizens, especially in our “post-race”
Obama era. Since most Chicanas/os Latinas/os are indeed “American” they are
often (but not always) spared from overt instances of racism on a daily basis.
Instead they experience a unique brand of racism in the form of racial
microaggressions. Daniel Solorzano explains that microaggressions are “subtle
35
36
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insults (verbal, nonverbal and/or visual) directed toward people of color, often
automatically or unconsciously.37 This comes from a definition of Dr. Chester
Pierce in which he talks about the pervasive nature of racial microaggressions,
The chief vehicle for proracist behaviors are microaggressions. These are
subtle, stunning, often automatic, and non-verbal exchanges which are
`put downs’ of blacks by offenders. The offensive mechanisms used
against blacks often are innocuous. The cumulative weight of their neverending burden is the major ingredient in black and white interactions.38
Considering the unique statistics for Chicana/o Latina/o students who attend post
secondary study, taking into consideration the role of racial microaggressions will
be central to addressing their experiences on University campuses. For example,
when the mascot of your school is photographed and advertised as wearing
stereotypical Mexican attire at a predominately white institution,39 this
microaggression may have considerable impact on the academic success and
experiences of students with Mexican ancestry. In addition, the students who
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Solorzano, Daniel, Miguel Ceja, and Tara Yosso. 2001. "Critical Race Theory, Racial
Microaggressions, and Campus Racial Climate: The Experiences of African American
College Students". Journal of Negro Education. 69 (1-2): 60-73.
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Solorzano, Daniel. 1998. "Critical race theory, race and gender microaggressions, and
the experience of Chicana and Chicano scholars". International Journal of Qualitative
Studies in Education. 11 (1): 121-136.
39
In November 2014, University of Minnesota Twin Cities campus held and sponsored a
student event titled “galactic fiesta” in which students were encouraged to “dress up” In
Mexican clothes and wear Day of the Dead face paint as a part of the “fiesta.” In
addition, Goldy the Gopher, the school’s mascot, was also pictured wearing a sombrero
and sarape also taking part in wearing Mexican culture as a means for comic relief.
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protested this racist depiction were met with further microagressions in the form
of accusations of being “overly sensitive” and “playing the race card.”40
It is important to note that my research is also in conversation with Rod
Ferguson's work in The Reorder of Things: The University and its Pedagogies of
Minority Difference on how the institution provides moments of opportunity for
creating change along with the possibility for new knowledges and then closes
back down with its investment in neoliberal processes. Ferguson states that his
work, “attempts to revise a reigning assumption about the academy—that as a
social institution, it is always secondary to and derivative of state and capital.”
Ferguson goes on to note, “…power enlisted the academy and things academic
as conduits for conveying unprecedented forms of political economy to state and
capital, forms that would be based on an abstract –rather than a redistributive—
valorization of minority difference and culture.”41 This is relevant to my research
because as equity and diversity programs attempt to address the many issues
graduate students of color face, it is necessary to confront the neoliberal and
capitalist structures that often define the university. As a way to speak back to
this power differential, I consider my informants and myself “testimoniadoras” as
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described in Telling to Live.42 It is my hope that this work and its intentional
reliance on the personal functions as a conscious method for seeking social
justice and broadening theoretical understandings despite attempts to contain the
minority difference. My work is also in conversation with the anthology Presumed
Incompetence: The Intersections of Race and Class for Women in Academia as
it reflects and provides extensive evidence for how institutionalized assumptions
about our participation and presence in the academy often discount women of
color and our work.

Significance or Situating the Researcher
While speaking of re-claiming and re-membering indigenous knowing
Cherríe Moraga states,
But I am afraid of this way of seeing, of recognizing my own
proximity to my ancestors, that collective source of knowing that
comes from el otro lado. I am afraid of this rite to knowing, as I am
of that blessed moment between breaths in meditation where time
is of no consequence and the ‘I’ disappears. Such acts bring one
back to a profound place of origin and shared identity, where me is
subsumed by we, and violence against any part of that we becomes
unthinkable43
In this project, the idea of “we” or “us” is very important in that it refers to what I
believe is the interconnectedness and collectivity of community that drives many
Chicanas/os in their own lives and experiences, including the decision to pursue
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2001.
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post-secondary education. As a Chicana graduate student, who is first generation
and working class, my experiences at a historically white university have
implications for others like me. This knowledge, then, impacts the way I think
through issues.
I believe that our complex and overlapping commitments to various
spaces is what is fundamentally misunderstood in our communities and read as a
lack of motivation and enthusiasm about education. My dad’s academic
aspirations come to mind. My dad only completed the fourth grade in his rancho
in México. Not because he didn’t want to be educated, but because as the eldest
of seven children he needed to help his parents by working. While highly
personal and something I “know” from experience, I have a better understanding
of how my father’s reality is the result of global economic structures and not a
function of meritocracy. My dad is one of my biggest supporters as I continue on
this academic journey because he continues to sacrifice his own educational
aspirations so that my siblings and I (and his siblings) can reach our respective
goals. My dad’s educational “choice” to leave school after the 4th grade may be
read as a lack of interest or lack of respect for school as can my mother’s
“choice” to “drop-out” in the 12th grade after becoming pregnant with me.
However, their admiration and respect for those who are “educated” was instilled
in my siblings and I at an early age. They and their unfinished dreams of
graduation are my source of motivation and determination as I walk alone on a
campus where I am the “minority” in every sense of the word.
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Although I may be physically alone in many respects, I don’t feel alone in
my connections to the family and community that motivate me to continue.
Although I am not the only student of color contending with these feelings, the
institutional constraints only serve to exacerbate the sense of solitude that
maintains the status quo by separating us from our sources of knowledge- our
families, communities and many times one another. And still, my parents don’t
know exactly what I am studying here at this big university in the Midwest and I
simply tell them that I am happy and thriving in my classes. They are proud and I
keep my secret feelings of inadequacy to myself. They have no idea what I am
doing at this university. Every time I try to remember them, honor them, or invoke
them into the classroom…I am reminded through comments from instructors and
other students that they do not belong in the professional and scholarly space
that is graduate school. They were always welcome in Chicano Studies classes,
where I never had to make the distinction. However, something very different
happens when one steps out of Chicana/o Studies classes and into “mainstream”
classes and unfortunately, this includes some feminist classrooms as well. It
seems students of color are expected to act a particular way while in graduate
classrooms to cater to other students’ and instructors’ inability to fully recognize
them.
This reminds me of when my mom would prep my siblings and me when
we were going to cross, the contested space that is the border, back into
California. I remember that the hours waiting in the car to cross la linea were
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spent eating delicious chucherias that vendors sold right outside our car window,
accompanied by the constant and nagging worry of my mom saying, “You guys
better act right. Don’t say anything in Spanish. Tienes que decir, ‘American
Citizen’ very clearly and smile at them.” It made me uncomfortable, because I
always thought I might accidentally “act wrong” and get us all in trouble for not
being the right kind of Pocha/o. It was the fear of being discovered that I was not
really an American Citizen. That in my brief conversation with the border patrol
agent, I might slip up and call my auntie, “Tia.” I worried that I would leave a trace
of my Chicana self when and if I uncontrollably stated that I was born in
“Monterey Parque, Califas.”
This is an example of similar feelings that I have felt in certain graduate
school classrooms. I feel like there is an unspoken understanding to “act right”
and not remind classmates of familia back home—all of this “extra stuff” must be
checked at the door. As my mom prepped me for crossing the border, the reality
of being a citizen, yet not being a citizen, mirrors my sense of belonging on my
university campus. The ideology of gate-keeping politics seems to play out in
historically white universities where students’ acceptance and “success” is
contingent upon being the “right” kind of student, where right often means,
apolitical, assimilated, and willing not to disrupt the status quo. However, the
issue is that, at least for me, this stuff, the “messiness” I discuss in essays, the
stories of familia, the experiences of crossing the border, life lived in a community
where we are always suspected by authority, are what simultaneously infuse my
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academic and personal self with a passion to ask questions. We need to feel
connected to them and when those ties are forcibly cut, many of us cannot feel
whole and we cannot survive. It is what we need to hold onto to feel the
interconnectedness to the people that are motivating and in many ways
supporting/sustaining our educational dreams.
When I read papers from my undergraduate students of color, I hear these
same questions and anxieties in their words. They have so much on their plate—
family responsibilities, multiple jobs, legal issues,44 etc.—yet they still hold onto
hope that their presence at the University of Minnesota might mean something
significant for their family, loved ones, friends and community. Moreover, they
express a hope in my presence at the University (as a peer, instructor and often
as a brown face in the sea of white). We offer one another support in any way
that we can, just as I have also relied on those that have gone through it before
me. Delgado Bernal reminds us, “…the teaching and learning of the home allows
Chicanas to draw upon their own cultures and sense of self to resist domination
along the axes of race, class, gender and sexual orientation.”45 The ability and/or
choice to “resist domination” is present when we are allowed to engage in writing
and research that honors pedagogies of the home.
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However, how can we engage in research and writing that acknowledges
the teaching and learning of the home if our family, community and cultural
influences are not recognized due to their a lack of institutional educational
successes/access? Furthermore, how can we engage our pedagogies and
epistemologies of the home if knowledge hierarchies exist and are imposed once
we enter academia? Considering how this affects Chicana/o graduate student
experiences is at the center of maintaining our academic, cultural and spiritual
survival.
More inquiry is needed to understand why feminist classrooms so often
use resources and writings by women of color, yet they do not fully welcome us
or the cultural connections we carry. This research will contribute by interrogating
how epistemic violence and silencing resembles historical processes of
colonization and how Chicanas/os are resisting this re-colonization. This
dissertation will address the reality that although many of us occupy select and
often privileged spaces in the academy, we choose not to forget those who
cannot walk alongside us—our parents, and extended cultural communities. It will
highlight one key way Chicana/o graduate students are marginalized in the
academy through epistemic violence that demands a separation between the
scholarly/academic/theoretical and the personal/experiential/subjective. I will
explore and identify how this epistemic violence can be related to wider
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exclusionary practices,46 through issues of access, recruitment and Equity and
Diversity programs. However, I will show how Chicanas/os continue to resist,
survive and create new spaces and connections by engaging their Underground
Calmecac and relying and believing in their own histories and personal stories.

Methods and Chapter Design
For this research I used qualitative and quantitative methods in my
approach to understand the experiences and perceptions of Chicana/o graduate
students. I conducted in-depth interviews with Chicana/o-Latina/o graduate
student participants. I am a first generation college student from a working class
background and many of the colleagues I have met throughout my academic
journey have also grappled with many of the issues discussed here. These
existing relationships mean that I am uniquely situated to carry out this study.
Through my research, I push the field of feminist studies to ask questions about
how truly inclusive academic spaces are to students from underrepresented
communities.
To carry out this project, I collected 12 in-depth interviews from Chicana/o
Latina/o graduate students in varying fields of study in California and Minnesota
using a snowball sample. Although I understand the critique that my interview
sample was small, my work aims to highlight and center the experiences of
46

One such example is the activist organizing that I wrote earlier on regarding the
Whose University? movement. And, the subsequent, Whose Diversity? movement on
The University of Minnesota campus.
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Chicana/o graduate students in a way that shows that their experiences and their
testimonios matter. Too often we are shut out of conversations because our
numbers are too small and as a result we are overlooked or blatantly ignored. An
Underground Calmecac Resistance is a communal and collaborative process
between a student and their family and community. It is important not to view
these twelve graduate students as individual entities, but as a part of a much
larger community of scholars with a vast wealth of knowledge.
Participants ranged in age from 22-55. I also collected questionnaires
from 12 participants that asked several questions around their definition of
academic success as well as the role of community, family and cultural support
and university support. I was interested in how students were negotiating their
general academic and family, cultural life. In this project, I assessed how
“marginality”47 as described by hooks was understood, embraced and/or
perceived by Chicana/o graduate students. This has been an important aspect
for my research considering the idea that students are engaging in collective
survival as a means to navigate their marginality. I didn’t ask specific gender
identifying questions purposefully and instead left this open in a question that
read, “What identity/cultural/political markers would you use to identify yourself?
(Include all that apply).” Some answers included, “Mexican/Chicano,” “Xicana
Feminist, Queer,” “Xicana Feminista,” and “working class queer Chicano,” just to
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name a few. When I introduce my participants in later chapters, via their own
words and testimonio, I share their responses to this question. I intentionally left
out questions that would garner measurable categories like: gender, class, race
and ethnicity in my questions because I wanted my participants to feel free to
share this information on their own terms. And, many did.
My dissertation consists of six chapters. Chapter one will serve as the
introduction and chapter two, ““I Don’t Talk Like That.” Rethinking the Margins:
Language Hierarchies and the Feminist Classroom” includes a discussion of the
knowledge hierarchies and how this affects Chicana/o graduate students. In
particular, I explore how language becomes an exclusionary mechanism in the
classroom. My focus on the language of academic feminism aims to highlight the
ways in which a particular language may impede collaboration, collectivity and
inclusivity of women outside the academy as well as those who choose to stay
connected through language to their lives beyond the ivory tower. This chapter
pays special attention to the ways that women of color feminists have
consciously used colloquial languages and code-switching as a decolonial
response to the alienating knowledge production of the academy often evidenced
by a choice to embrace the excessiveness of such scholarship. I conclude this
chapter by highlighting the ways that women of color scholars transform their
voices as they center particular theories that honor their lived experiences,
diverse lenguas, and insist on a connection to women of color feminist thinkers
that in turn allows for the creation of a more inclusive and safe(er) space for all
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women in the academic feminist classroom.
Chapter three “Mexicanas/os48 Perpetual Non-Citizenship: Relationships
to U.S. Nationalism and Belonging” addresses the threat narratives surrounding
Mexican migration and the use of overdetermined language. In this chapter, I
discuss how these threat narratives of illegality and illegitimacy transcend the
identities of (im)migrants and are extended to also affect U.S.-born MexicanAmericans and Chicanas/os Latinas/os. Constructions of an exclusionary, yet all
encompassing “other” situates Mexicanas/os beyond the margins of belonging on
the basis of their alleged illegality and inauthenticity within the nation state which
then positions them as perpetual non-citizens. Latinas/os of mixed status
populations—citizens, residents, and undocumented– are homogenized as the
“other” and placed outside of the nation in ways that racialize and criminalize
their very existence and claims to home.
This chapter is guided by Leo Chavez’s discussion of “Latino threat
narratives” and guides my discussion on how overdetermined49 language
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I use the term Mexicana/o to signal transnational social communities that have
emerged as a part of the global economy. I use the term Mexicana/o to refer to both
Mexican born and U.S. born Mexican descent populations as way to subvert the rigid
labels placed upon brown bodies that are often used as a way to predict, project and
enforce levels of assimilation and belonging. I do not intend to flatten the nuances of
Mexican born and/or U.S. born Chicanas/os, but for the purposes of discussing the ways
that language is used to exclude entire populations regardless of official status, this
distinction is not central.
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I am using overdetermination in the Freudian sense as the notion that a single signifier
can come to mean more than one thing or that it can be the product of more than one
thing. Freud referred to this as a concept of causality. Louis Althusser also wrote on the
multiple sites of forces that inform the production of overdetermined languages that
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constructs undocumented migrants from Mexico. Leo Chavez asserts that the
Latino threat narrative attempts to show how Latinos are unlike previous
immigrant groups, who ultimately assimilated into the nation.50 Throughout The
Latino Threat, Chavez points out the myths that are seen as “official truths”
associated with these narratives. Chavez states,
According to the assumptions and taken-for-granted ‘truths’
inherent in this narrative, Latinos are unwilling or incapable of
integrating, of becoming part of the national community. Rather,
they are part of an invading force from south of the border that is
bent on reconquering land that was formally theirs (the U.S.
Southwest) and destroying the American way of life.51
Chavez challenges this narrative by offering a redefinition of the different
articulations of citizenship and belonging, extending the rights and privileges of
what it means to belong. Similarly, I discuss the complexities between Mexican
migrant parents and first and second-generation children once they begin to live
out their academic pursuits. In this chapter I investigate and theorize how these
threat narratives consistently pervade the lives of second and third generations
students as they pursue post secondary schooling and experience practices of
gate-keeping in the academy.
I rely on case studies of immigration debates that center on health, fertility
and population to make the case that threat narratives of immigration indeed
affect the way that Chicana/Chicano graduate students make and understand
become part of accepted, everyday beliefs about various people, events or issues.
Please see “Contradiction and Overdetermination" In For Marx Verso 1985.
50
Chavez, 2.
51
Chavez, 2.
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their role in academic institutions. Furthermore, through interviews I explore how
the perpetual “othering” of their families, culture, and communities adds to their
feelings of exclusion in academic spaces where they are disproportionately
underrepresented.
Chapter four, “Embodied Chicana Feminism: The Ethics of Theorizing the
Personal and Academic,” addresses how conventional epistemology affects
Chicana/o graduate students that exist in multiple spaces, including staying
connected to family, cultural, and community settings while pursing a PhD. In
this chapter, I lay the groundwork for claiming the importance of women of color
feminist epistemologies. Here, Moraga’s “theory of the flesh,” Gloria Anzaldúa’s
“mestiza consciousness,” and Cindy Cruz’s “epistemology of a brown body,” will
be discussed at length which will allow me to envision a political and ethical move
towards (academic) survival and the demand for meaningful research. In this
chapter I interrogate how (if at all) the families and communities of Chicana/o
students are acknowledged/welcomed on University campuses and classrooms.
Chapter five includes an in depth analysis of the ethnographic data from
interviews and questionnaires of Chicana/o graduate students and their families
that will connect the previous sections together. This chapter discusses the
results from the data collected from Chicana/o graduate students in an attempt to
better understand how they are making and creating survival mechanisms for
themselves and future generations of Chicana/o graduate students. One such
mechanism I name Underground Calmecac Resistance, is a strategy of survival
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initiated by Chicana/o graduate students that relies on family, community and
cultural spaces as an integral component for collective survival in the academy.
Some of the questions covered in this chapter include: Do Chicana/o graduate
students see themselves reflected in the graduate school process? How do
Chicana/o graduate students negotiate their personal and academic lives while in
academic spaces where they are the minority? How are Chicana/o graduate
students envisioning “success” at the post-secondary level? How does this idea
of success conflict or align with institutional ideals of success? In what spaces do
Chicana/o graduate students find the support to continue their academic journey?
How important is the role of family and community for Chicana/o graduate
students?

Conclusion
This project centers on Chicana/o graduate student experiences in
academia as well as the role of family, community and culture in Chicana/o
experiences. In order to investigate the effects of epistemology and Chicana/o
graduate student experiences, the central question this dissertation asks is: How
do Chicanas/os negotiate the need to feel connected to family, community and
culture and engage in research and writing that acknowledges the contributions
to their knowledge formation and success of those outside the academy? I
interviewed Chicana/o graduate students about how they negotiated the
contested spaces of academic classrooms and their connections to family,
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community and cultural spaces that are often situated “outside” of the academy
and found that they actively sought connections to support persons outside of the
academy to create an underground community that sustains and maintains their
connections to intellectual research and writing.
This research contributes to understanding how, why and in what ways
Chicana/o graduate students need to feel connected to their various cultural and
familial spaces in order to be successful in academic spaces. This research can
facilitate conversations about how to improve equity and diversity for students of
color by connecting conversations on overdetermined languages, academic
hierarchies and the relationship to Chicanas/os occupying contested academic
spaces. This dissertation also pushes the field of feminist studies by positioning
Chicana/o theories that embrace corporeal and material realities as central to
feminist political ideology. It is my hope that this research will assist in
understanding how to improve support for Chicana/o students and their
communities while they attend graduate school. Nurturing and retaining
Chicanas/os in graduate school is just as important as nurturing their
communities, families and cultural backgrounds, as I believe they are intimately
connected.
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“Not everything that is faced can be changed, but nothing can be changed until it is
faced.”
–James Arthur Baldwin
“What does being a thinking subject, an intellectual mean for a women-of-color from
working class origins?...It means being in alien territory and suspicious of the laws and
walls. It means being concerned about the ways knowledges are invented. It means
continually challenging institutionalized discourses. It means being suspicious of the
dominant culture’s interpretations of ‘our’ experience, of the way they ‘read’ us. It means
being what Judy Baca terms ‘internal exiles.’”
-Gloria Anzaldúa in Making Face, Making Soul52
“To heal the splitting of mind and body, we marginalized and oppressed people attempt
to recover ourselves and our experiences in language. We seek to make a place for
intimacy. Unable to find a place in standard English, we created the ruptured, broken,
unruly speech of the vernacular. There in that location, we make English do what we
want it to do. We take the oppressor’s language and turn it against itself. We make our
words a counter-hegemonic speech, liberating ourselves in language” –bell hooks in
Teaching to Transgress53

Chapter 2:
“I Don’t Talk Like That.” Rethinking the Margins: Language Hierarchies and
the Feminist Classroom
In this chapter, I challenge social and political hierarchies within feminist
scholarship. I also center select works by women of color scholars, to highlight
the ways that they negotiate and navigate their participation in academic spaces.
This research shows how and in what ways these scholars assert their feminist
voices through multiple lenguas54 and experiences. I argue that “authentic” and
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Literally translated means “tongue,” but also refers to the diverse language(s) the
tongue speaks. I am not using the term only to refer to English, Spanish, Spanglish,
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“legitimate” participation in academic feminist spaces often presupposes a
language that is abstract, obscure, de-personalized and exclusionary. I will
analyze participation by women of color within academic feminist inquiry to posit
the theory that there is a conscious choice being made by women of color55
scholars in order to assert their distinct racial, gendered and classed
subjectivities through strategic, oppositional language. In essence stating, “I can
talk/write like that, but I’m choosing not to.”
As a feminist studies scholar, I continue to hope that theory and research
can, in fact, reach and make changes in our world. My focus on the language of
academic feminism aims to highlight the ways in which a particular language may
impede collaboration, collectivity and inclusivity of women outside the academy
as well as those who choose to stay connected through language to their lives
beyond the ivory towers. I conclude this chapter by highlighting the ways that
women of color scholars transform marginality into a space of openness and
possibility56 as they center particular theories that honor their lived experiences,
diverse lenguas, and insist on a connection to women of color feminist thinkers

Pachuco, Caló, or any combination/mixture thereof, but also of the various expressions
informed by the experiential, material and corporeal component in knowledge
production.
55
Throughout this essay I use the term women of color to highlight the significance of
political identity for coalition building. This epistemic choice is central to my analysis for
Black feminists and Chicana feminists to be in conversation with one another as I show
how they come to voice and theorize from their experiences, without compromising their
distinct racial, gendered, and class analyses.
56
In “Choosing the Margin” by bell hooks. This notion will be discussed further in the
proposal. See hook, bell. Yearning: Race, Gender and Cultural Politics, 153.
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that, in turn, allow for the creation of a more inclusive space for all women in the
academic feminist classroom.
In conversation with women of color scholarship, I will provide an analysis
of the ways these women traverse the field of feminist inquiry by highlighting their
calculated engagements with language. In addition, this chapter will critique the
legitimating processes of the institution and the way that scholars fall in line with
traditional gate-keeping language in order to demonstrate their professionalism in
the academy. I will also show how these gate-keeping languages often serve to
delineate and define “legitimate” forms of knowledge that are often used to
dominate other forms of theorizing. Women of color feminists have consciously
used colloquial languages and code-switching as a decolonial response to the
alienating knowledge production of the academy evidenced by a choice to
embrace the “messiness” of such scholarship. Cindy Cruz in “Toward an
Epistemology of a Brown Body” speaks of the Chicana research and narratives
as the messy texts that are often too “excessive” to publish. Although this may
seem inadvertent to some, I will show how it is a deliberate tool for survival while
contributing to an important shift in feminist consciousness.
In this chapter, I consider the following questions: how does language
function as an exclusionary site specifically for women of color who claim to
speak from the “flesh”?57 This deliberate act of speaking from the flesh refers to
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Moraga, Cherríe and Gloria Anzaldúa. Eds, This Bridge Called My Back: Writings by
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women who speak from distinct racial, classed, sexual and gendered
subjectivities as well as those who fight to make connections with support
persons in the community while embracing their whole body in the expression. I
will also consider how the language of some feminist theory continues to exclude
rather than include this deliberate type of expression. What is at stake for women
who deviate from normative theoretical frameworks or prescriptive writing styles?
How can a Chicana feminist assert her voice without compromising her
commitment to women of color feminisms that was/is learned both inside and
outside the academy? In an effort to interrogate how certain kinds of feminist
language contribute to and maintain the illegitimacy of women of color voices in
the academy by elevating certain theoretical constructions and devaluing others,
this chapter also questions how feminist studies scholars come to recognize and
question our own complicity in the system.
Paula Moya in her 2001 article, “Chicana Feminism and Postmodern
Theory” asserts that Chicana feminists, along with other non-white women turn to
their experience as a ground for theorizing their multiple forms of oppression.58
Moya notes that in this shift the concept of women of color emerges as a new
political identity. This is an early articulation of standpoint theory and an
indication of the way in which Chicana feminists value experience in the
that states, “We are often the colored in a white feminist movement. We are the feminists
among the people of our culture. We are often the lesbians among the straight. We do
this bridging by naming ourselves and by telling our stories in our own words.”
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production of knowledge. It also demonstrates the recognition of a consciously
created subjectivity and political space that was separate from mainstream
definitions or understandings of feminism as only white and middle-class.
In Loving in the War Years, Cherríe Moraga states: “Contrary to popular
belief among Chicanos, Chicana feminism did not borrow from White feminists to
create a movement. If any direct ‘borrowing’ was done, it was from Black
feminists.”59 Here, Moraga speaks to the strategic positioning of Chicana
feminism within a U.S. women of color framework rather than as a politics
emergent from, or secondary to, white feminism. Considering these texts is
central as I situate my research in frameworks that reflect woman of color
solidarity and collaboration. More examples of women of color collaboration
include the 1981 publication of This Bridge Called My Back: Writings by Radical
Women of Color edited by Cherrie Moraga and Gloria Anzaldúa, as well as the
1990 anthology Making Face, Making Soul/Haciendo Caras: Creative and Critical
Perspectives by Feminists of Color edited by Gloria Anzaldúa. These publications
contributed to the body of knowledge that sought to develop the possibility of
women of color identity as a basis for transnational, coalition-building to end
various forms of oppression.
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Throughout this chapter I will also be in conversation with Cindy Cruz’s
conceptual framework of “epistemology of a brown body”60 which situates women
of color bodies as central to knowledge production as they speak through
multiple voices and experiences. Cruz articulates, “our production of knowledge
begins in the bodies of our mothers and grandmothers, in the acknowledgement
of the critical practices of women of color before us. The most profound and
liberating politics come from the interrogations of our own social locations, a
narrative that works outward from our specific corporealities.”61 In addition I also
employ Cherríe Moraga’s “theory of the flesh”62 to analyze the ways that women
of color navigate and negotiate feminist inquiry. For me, the power of Moraga’s
words comes from the urge to name and tell ones’ story in ones’ own words. It is
a political and ethical move towards survival.
The analytical frameworks of Cruz and Moraga provide grounding for the
ways women of color negotiate their power and identity that is distinct from the
ways that institutionalized feminist knowledge production often focuses on
discursive and abstract theoretical constructs. Cruz and Moraga’s analytical
frameworks do not adhere or contribute to an institutionalized gate-keeping
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language because they are deliberate in employing their distinct racial, classed,
sexual and gendered subjectivities as the entry point for their feminist inquiry.
In addition, Lucila Vargas talks about how the classroom often becomes a
site of struggle for power and knowledge63 specifically in regard to teacher
diversity. In the article, “When the ‘Other’ is the Teacher: Implications of Teacher
Diversity in Higher Education,” Vargas proposes that the “Other Teacher” is one
that is viewed in opposition to the hegemonic “normal” teacher. In this sense, the
“Other Teacher” is constantly juxtaposed in relation to the white, English
speaking, upper middle class, heterosexual male figure. Similarly, “Other
students” or “Other feminists” are situated in relation to a naturalized subject
space occupied by someone who is white, straight, and/or upper to middle class.
When women of color speak with their distinct racial, classed, sexual and
gendered subjectivities intact and at the center, academic feminism is often
hesitant to grant full rights and privileges to these types of theories/theorists
because such theory has never been legitimated by the institution and it often
challenges the norms of knowledge production. This is evidenced in the
continued uneasiness with which many members of the academy engage with
feminists like Anzaldúa, Moraga and bell hooks where such theories are seen as
too specific, too personal, and/or too reliant on experiential knowledge as
opposed to texts which are incorrectly assumed to speak universally and/or
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objectively.
One example of how hegemonic academic feminism excludes
intersectional expressions is through the continual centering of scholars who offer
abstract, opaque descriptions of what many women of color theorists have
written about in more accessible, personal language. Further, the work by women
of color scholars like, Gloria Anzaldúa and bell hooks speaks to graduate
students of color in particular because of the familiarity of their personal,
experiential voice. Because white students and white faculty make up the
majority of graduate programs (even in Feminist and Women’s and Gender
Studies) and because they lack this connection to brown and black women’s
personal theorizing and knowledges the work of women of color remains in the
margins of the cannon while more “neutral”—read white—theory is assigned to
address the student body. This points to questions of equity, diversity,
recruitment and retention in graduate programs across the country: is the work
not being assigned because we are not there? Or are we not there because it is
not being assigned? And what about those of us who are there, although our
numbers are small? (JON) a student attending a public university in the Midwest
who self identified as “Chicana/Mexicana, Feminista y Muxerista, queer, activista”
shared “in the classroom it becomes especially clear how different the culture of
the University is from the culture(s) I know at home.”
Mary Hawkesworth notes that feminist scholars have “challenged the
power dynamics of structuring exclusionary academic practices” as a way to
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contest androcentric forms of knowledge.64 Although feminist scholars have and
continue to attempt this challenge, inconsistencies in the way that these
challenges are applied continue to exist. This ultimately impacts the ways in
which women of color must navigate the terrain of feminist inquiry. Hawkesworth
notes, “In the absence of claims of universal validity, feminist accounts derive
their justificatory force from their capacity to illuminate existing social relations,
demonstrate the deficiencies of alternative interpretations, and debunk opposing
views.”65 Yet it is often this very refusal to call attention to universalizing impulses
that prevents some feminists from noticing the unconscious practice in action.
This significantly reduces the “force” with which they are able to understand
“existing social” or political relationships to power. Thus, they often miss
opportunities to critique or deconstruct false claims, common-sense beliefs, or
“opposing views.”
With this in mind, the chapter calls attention to how language itself can
serve to exclude and diminish the contributions of feminists who choose not to
speak in language that often dominates academic discourse. Further, I argue that
this choice contributes to normalizing a highly abstract theoretical and/or
philosophical language. This forecloses the possibility for diverse languages that
convey different knowledges and methods of inquiry derived from experiences
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outside a scholarly, middle to upper class life.66 While disconnecting the actual
bodies (both inside the academy and beyond), who theorize while centering their
whole body, this alienating feminism runs the risk of reinforcing the very
hierarchical social and political relations that they seek to change. This eliding of
the material realities of brown bodies and standpoint theories occurs in textual
materials, in lectures, and in discussions in the feminist classroom.
For example, my first year of graduate school I took a required course
“Feminist Theories and Methods.” One week we read “Mapping the Margins” by
legal scholar Kimberlé Crenshaw. I was eager to discuss the reading because I
felt I could finally contribute to the class conversation because Crenshaw
engaged with an embodied feminism that spoke to the material conditions of
women of color and I felt that our class would have a basis for conversations
regarding intersectional realities. During the discussion, the professor was visibly
surprised and explained that she did not know that Crenshaw was a Black
woman stating, “Oh, really? I thought she was white!”
Other white students chimed in and questioned why it mattered that
Crenshaw was Black. I thought to myself, why should we allow her Blackness to
be taken away? It was so important for me to read her as a Black woman
because her approach was similar to the work of feminists of color with whom I
was already familiar. The professor did not even know who she was and many of
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the students thought her identity was “excessive information.” Their refusal to
acknowledge this reality and thus particular perspective belies a desire to decenter Crenshaw’s Blackness and to reclaim an un-marked, universal or abstract
subject on whom they could rely for information. For them, Crenshaw’s
blackness and the possibility of standpoint theorizing made her suspect as an
expert in the feminist scholarship they saw as legitimate knowledge.
To women of color feminists, Crenshaw’s specific voice as a Black woman
was important because it spoke back to existing social relations in ways that
asserted a grounded “truth” demanding visibility. Crenshaw’s article was pivotal
for critical race theorists, legal theorists and feminist theorists because of her
ability to elucidate the significance of intersecting, overlapping and interlocking
forms of oppression, or what Patricia Hill Collins has described as the “matrix of
domination.”67
Although race may be a source of tension in the classroom, especially at a
university where graduate students of color make up only 11.3%,68 it is crucial to
not only include diverse voices in the classroom, but to embrace their unique
contributions to the classroom. This particular incident shows an attempt to
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control who participates in the feminist classroom in a way that “whites-out” the
contributions of Black feminist thinkers like Crenshaw in what I argue is a urgent
time to include such voices.
One way this urgency is evidenced institutionally is by attempts to
eliminate Ethnic Studies, Chicano Studies and other culturally specific programs
nationwide because of the alleged danger inherent in framing events in terms of
race, ethnicity, or class.69 For example, the move to ban Ethnic Studies in
Tuscon, AZ included language on the “divisiveness” of classes that discuss race
and class specifically. Therefore, deviating from a central/neutral (white) body, is
divisive to a “unifying” experience of hegemony.
Moreover, Patricia Hill Collins asserts that Black women have access to a
unique epistemology that allows access to particular “truths.” Hill Collins posits
that, “An experiential, material base underlies a Black feminist epistemology,
namely, collective experiences and accompanying worldviews that U.S. Black
women sustained based on particular history….certainly this Black feminist
epistemology has been devalued by dominant knowledge validation
processes…”70 The recognition of a Black feminist epistemology is important in
mapping the complexities present for women of color in the academy.
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The “dominant knowledge validation process” of which Hill Collins speaks,
is one that I believe is grounded in particular language that is assumed to be both
objective (not rooted in the personal) and difficult to decipher due to its complex
and obfuscating usage as well as its reliance on abstractness instead of the
specificity rooted in material realities. It is important to make visible the violence
that exists, even in Women’s or Feminist Studies scholarship, as it contributes to
maintaining a “naturalized” feminist language that is thought to speak to and for
all women. While feminist voices like bell hooks, Cherrié Moraga, Elba Rosario
Sánchez, and Gloria Anzaldúa have countered this canonical impulse with plainly
written texts, code-switching, and inclusionary/exclusionary colloquial language
that draws readers into particular experiences, they too often have been
discounted, devalued, misunderstood, misread and/or made exotic others.
At the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities, only 2.8% of the graduate
student body identifies as Black. Although there are only 381 Black graduate
students at the University of Minnesota,71 in the event that one or more of the
students decides to enter a feminist studies classroom, should not we ensure that
they feel acknowledged and respected? In smaller sized departments, which
describes almost all feminist studies graduate programs across the nation, even
one Latina/o student is a significant percentage of any cohort. Shouldn’t they be
able to read texts, hear lectures, and participate in discussions that center or are
71
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relevant to the material realities of Latina/o lives? Moreover, if we work to ensure
that language and selection of scholarly works are inclusive rather than
exclusive, perhaps we can double, if not triple, the graduate student of color
population at the University of Minnesota and, more specifically, in the Feminist
Studies department. If we are interested in changing who can access the
academy, and specifically, who can access academic feminist scholarship, I
firmly believe that this begins with attention to physical bodies and their use of
language. Further, white students can also benefit from these voices in the
classroom, and it is important for instructors to find ways to situate texts and
voices as equally valuable.
In every one of my required core courses in Feminist Studies, Judith Butler
appeared on my syllabus. Interestingly, Gloria Anzaldúa, Cherríe Moraga, Edén
Torres or Chela Sandoval have never appeared on my syllabi. Butler is the
“natural” choice for Feminist Studies 101. However, Judith Butler has not been
my choice scholar because she chooses to write in a language that obscures the
specificities and material realities that I live daily as a Chicana. And yet, I am still
required to read Butler’s work and engage in dialogue about her work as a
feminist studies graduate student. I find that the natural and predominate
inclusion of Butler in feminist studies secures her position at the top of the
feminist scholarship hierarchy that does nothing to question how her language
and presence might be contributing to subsequent exclusion for those who
choose not to write in the familiar Butlerian prose. Nor has there been a
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sustained critique of Butler’s determination to translate rather simple concepts
into deliberately complex academic language in order to professionalize feminist
philosophy and to speak to an exclusively scholarly audience.
I am not suggesting that the answer is for Butler to stop writing using her
famous abstract model nor am I suggesting that she not be assigned in feminist
studies classrooms. I am suggesting that because her role within feminist inquiry
is already uniquely established, we need to make room for other voices as well,
and that she need not be constantly centered or canonized. In fact, the first time
I read Butler was in the Women’s Studies program at Cal State University, Los
Angeles and in those classes her work was not given a primary position against
other theorists in the field, but presented as one piece of the vast feminist studies
scholarship. Butler’s “performance” of feminist scholarship has reified existing
hierarchies based on language that not only places her work at the top, but
implies that in order to be respected as a feminist scholar one must emulate her
investment in abstracting theory and language to near unfamiliarity.
In fact, Butler has noted that common sense and plain language can lead
to misinterpretation due to its simplicity and “tacit presumptions.” She notes that
her choice is a “Language that takes up this challenge [that] can help point the
way to a more just world.”72 But one is often left wondering what it is exactly that
she is seeking justice for, and for whom? Butler’s concern is that specific
language can point to distinctions (definitions) that she does not necessarily
72
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believe exist. The issue however, is that while Butler considers overt distinctions
a potential problem, voices that choose to center their black and brown bodies
can never obscure their material realities in a way that soothes the needs for
such theorizing.
Elba Rosario Sánchez in her article “Cartohistografia: Continente de Una
Voz /Cartohistography: One Voice's Continent” states,
My tongue names injustices I witness, a veces en voz de poeta, a
veces en mi native lengua pocha, from my pocha perspective.
Sometimes I use my university-trained and degreed tongue, when it
is necessary. My lengua recuenta en color y olor de carne propia. It
is my tongue that boldy translates those injustices in English, para
que entiendan los que no viven y los que por miopes no las ven. Mi
lengua es un órgano vital. It is a gift, my power73

Sánchez offers her experience and negotiation with language through the
shifting of Anzaldúa’s “mestiza consciousness.”74 This “shifting” and constant
“translating” that is a necessary part of survival for Chicanas is not often
something that is recognized, respected or even acknowledged as vital to the
process. Gloria Anzaldúa asserts “If you want to really hurt me, talk badly about
my language…Until I am free to write bilingually and to switch codes without
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having always to translate, while I still have to speak English or Spanish when I
would rather speak Spanglish, and as long as I have to accommodate the
English speakers rather than having them accommodate me, my tongue will be
illegitimate.”75
Anzaldúa’s account of her contentious relationship with multiple lenguas,
is telling of the negotiations that occur both within and beyond women of color
communities. It also speaks to the importance of language in constructing one’s
subjectivity and in expressing or representing what it means to be Chicana in
multiple contexts. Anzaldúa’s conceptual framework of “mestiza consciousness”
speaks of the way that women of color realize and enact their distinct theories.
For Anzaldúa, it is her mestiza consciousness that informs her language and vice
versa. The way in which subjectivity is encoded in language and language is
encoded in a subject position allows her to claim or create an oppositional space
in which her brown body, (and all of its experiences), are at the center.
It is clear that women of color scholars have addressed and critiqued how
the language of the academy does not necessarily speak their language. Their
texts prove how academic discourses continue to be a space wherein certain
bodies of knowledge are literally and figuratively read as less valuable to the
feminist canon. But what is at stake if they are not being assigned with the same
enthusiasm as Butler or Haraway? What is at stake for women of color graduate
students who need to read these voices for their survival and as validation that
75
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the field of feminist studies can be theirs too? How can their understanding of
feminism continue to grow rather than constantly being (re)allocated to the
margins?
Interestingly, Grace Hong’s article, “The Future of Our Worlds:” Black
Feminism and The Politics of Knowledge in the University under Globalization”
speaks to the way that Black feminists are forced to grapple with a university
system that “manages bodies of knowledge” that function to control “racialized
knowledge production.”76 This, of course, begs the question of how this
exclusivity of theories in academia impact the less than one percent of
Chicana/os earning PhDs77 nationally as well as the less than seven percent of
African Americans who earn the degree.78
This example points to the university as a place to manage ideas, that is
often in the service of global capitalism. Rod Ferguson beautifully points to this in
the Reorder of Things where he describes how universities take diversity and
difference and make it serve neoliberal interests. I argue that the control of
language and valuation of certain kinds of theoretical academic jargon over
76
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others forms of writing—the personal and experiential—is related to the needs of
capitalism and neoliberalism in the post civil rights era of which Ferguson
speaks.
Despite my first year graduate experiences, I decided to stay and weather
the storm because I had the support of my family and a new found support
system beyond the university. Yet, as I sat in my classes, I felt like I was losing
my connection to my support system and the people outside my academic
feminist world. The division between my home, family and community and my
love for feminist studies seemed infinite, at least in the classroom. I often sat in
classes and thought: what would my mom say if she heard the way these
students—my peers—spoke? What would she say about the dense, wordy books
I had to read and write about in order to prove my ability and worth to engage in
theoretical conversations surrounding what it means to be a feminist studies
scholar? I would daydream that my mom, my first feminist teacher, could sit
alongside me and confidently question through her own way of knowing, the
entitled statements and jargon with the Mexican dicho, “hablas mucho y no dices
nada!” (you sure talk a lot, but you aren’t saying much!) In contrast, one of my
attempts to secure my identity as a feminist included regularly sharing women of
color feminist writings with my sister back home in California. Our conversations
about these writings allowed me to stay connected and invested in feminism and
it gave me hope about the division I often felt in the classroom.
bell hooks speaks to this as she reflects on the experiences of learning the
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“oppressors language,” which she describes as
learning to speak against Black vernacular, against the ruptured
and broken speech of a dispossessed and displaced people.
Standard English is not a speech of exile. It is the language of
conquest and domination; in the United States, it is the mask which
hides the loss of so many tongues. All those sounds of diverse
native communities we will never hear…79
The language of conquest and domination exists in the feminist studies
classroom. It is informed by a neoliberal investment in a language that exists only
for access to some, and it is often motivated by a need for personal economic
gain. Shouldn’t feminist studies classrooms be the place where we embrace and
open the possibility for diverse voices to be heard?
Cherríe Moraga notes that the language of the academy must employ a
critique of neoliberalism.80 However, with the postcolonial, postmodern shift to
blur the distinctions of material conditions, the specificities are lost as is the
urgency to address cultural and economic realities. With regard to the
appropriation of Anzaldúa’s “borderlands,” Moraga states, “The border is not an
idealized metaphorical site of a new hybridity. Laredo, Nogales, Juarez, Mexicali,
Calexico, Tijuana, National City are not figures of speech. They are first and last
physical locations of great economic, social and cultural strife…The border as
metaphor poses no threat to the cultural and economic dominance by EuroAmerica.”81 As such, normalizing feminist scholarship that chooses to blur
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distinctions and overlook the importance of specificities, of for example, actual
brown bodies attempting to cross the border, does not contribute to the
commitment to change the status quo. Furthermore, this kind of corporatization of
education and neoliberal politics ensures that the great work that is being done
by decolonial feminists in the academy, stays in the academy.
The gate keeping of feminist scholarship is often facilitated by the
maintenance of a particular language that is either inaccessible or unfamiliar to
diverse populations. bell hooks articulates, “… it is not the English language that
hurts me, but what the oppressors do with it, how they shape it to become
territory that limits and defines, how they make it a weapon that can shame,
humiliate, colonize.”82 hooks’ ideas on transforming marginality provide me with
the necessary evidence to reject becoming a feminist scholar that contributes to
maintaining a language that delineates and defines “legitimate” forms of
knowledge that structure who can enter academic feminist “territory.” It is crucial
to acknowledge that inaccessible and/or unfamiliar language has negative effects
on the potential for feminism to have material impacts on our world.
Edén Torres speaks of sources of the shame that permeate the personal
and public lives of Chicana/os, especially through “textbooks, academic research
and statistical studies (that) erase our histories, ignore our culture and blame us
for our overrepresentation at the bottom of the economic structure.”83 Throughout
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my graduate coursework, I relied heavily on Torres’ book, Chicana Without
Apology, because she speaks directly to her experiences as a Chicana feminist
navigating a mostly white academic community. Torres brilliantly notes that the
problem does not lie in theory, but on maintaining the impossibility of access to
these theories and academic terms.84 Torres goes on to critique such theories
asserting that the “difficulty produces exclusivity, and mastery of the language
creates the illusion of genius.”85 I read this passage over and over again as I sat
in my Post-Colonial feminisms class. As a Chicana feminist, Torres’ words
reminded me of the power of language to shame and exclude while also giving
me hope that I too could one day become a scholar who worked to undo the
effects of violent abstractions. Although I wanted to discuss Torres’ critique
during class, I did not because Torres’ book was never assigned in any one of
my GWSS classes, unlike other faculty in the department.86
Interestingly, although they were not assigned in the class, students often
brought up Foucault, Althusser and Derrida presuming everyone in class had an
obvious understanding of their work. This reminded me of the language of
immigration policy and how it constructs exclusionary frameworks for belonging
that prohibit brown bodies, regardless of citizenship status, full membership into
84
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the nation. It seems Foucault, Althusser and Derrida are the “papers” one needs
access to in order to receive rights, privileges, and respect in academic
classrooms. It has been my experience that the academy is a place where
upholding a “language (that) creates the illusion of genius” also functions to
prohibit certain voices from transgressing its strict borders. Although women of
color scholars are essential to the survival of students of color in the academy,
they are rarely welcomed as the center of the discussion.
I argue that when women choose to center their body and choose to
speak from distinct racial, classed, sexual and gendered subjectivities while
making connections to community, women of color like hooks, can transform their
space of marginality. hooks states “When I say, then, that these words emerge
from suffering, I refer to that personal struggle to name that location from which I
come to voice—that space of my theorizing.”87 When women of color choose
language that once was a site of violence and they use it as a site of possibility,
they not only work to ensure their survival but they contribute to an important shift
in feminist consciousness. By insisting that their voices are heard on their terms,
it opens up the once narrow feminist terrain to allow for diverse voices and
multiple lenguas.
Through their embodied theories, women of color are able to identify a
space of openness and possibility that not only allows them to survive but also
begins a path toward survival for future generations. Emma Pérez shares, “We
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(women of color) have not had our own language and voice in history. We have
been spoken about, written about, spoken at but never spoken with or listened to.
Language comes from above to inflict us with white western colonizer
ideology…We must write in accomplished English to legitimize our work. We
must master the language of the colonizer before our studies are read.”88
Women of color feminists like Pérez have articulated that the problem of
language does not lie in its presumed difficulty alone, but in the historical and
structural violence that is embedded within it. This language is often read as
being free from colonial and structural power inequities. As a result, it becomes
the official language of academic feminist discourses that impose further
marginalization on those bodies that deviate from this tradition. There is a
consistent attempt to naturalize certain feminist voices without acknowledging the
implications of such delineations.
I find it is important to consider how, we as feminist inquirers, might begin
to open up the “territory” as a site of resistance, where openness and possibility
are viewed as crucial to the accessibility of feminist theories. As a Chicana
feminist, I believe it is imperative that we question normative models and speak
against these models of exclusion. It is evident, that theories that rely and center
the body, are viewed as less valuable than those theoretical abstractions meant
to confuse “outsiders.” As a Chicana feminist, I am committed to creating a space
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where students of color, although the minority demographically, can feel like their
voices, their families, contributions, their multiple lenguas not only matter, but that
they are central to conversation. I do not want to contribute to an intellectual
hierarchy that leaves some people on the outside. Through the mentorship and
guidance of many women of color interlocutors, I want to work towards creating a
space where I and the future generations of students of color can feel just as
comfortable in Feminist Studies as they do in Chicana/o Studies, African
American Studies, or Ethnic Studies.
This chapter aimed to situate and assert the significance of these bodies
of knowledge as a way to create pathways, possibilities for openness for
students who choose marginality as a means for survival. Moraga states,
One does not pass through the university system unchanged. It is
the intellectual factory of Corporate America, whose intention is to
educate us to be law-abiding consumer-citizens. More insidiously
the University functions to separate us from the people of our
origins, which in effect neutralizes whatever potential impact our
education might have on them. The university allows benign
liberalism, even a healthy degree of radical trangressive thought, as
long as it remains just that: thought translated into the conceptual
language of the dominant class to be consumed by academics of
the dominant class, and as such rendered useless for the rest of
us…Lessons and strategies for sedition, can be partially garnered
from texts made available at the university, but our most defiant
thoughts—those profoundly intuitive insights, those flights of the
unrestrained imagination—generated through life’s lessons and
remembered history can never be fully explored or expressed in
their original tongue in the University. By the time we have
succeeded in translating ‘revolution’ to adhere to appropriate
academic standards, it ceases to be revolutionary89
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It is important to choose to embody a place of theorizing that challenges
academic language and its divisiveness, especially for those of us who embody
multiple subject positions. In this way we can continue to demystify and
deconstruct the barriers that maintain these theories and spaces out of reach for
so many. Edén Torres asks, “...Some might think that by getting college degrees
and an academic job I have achieved some level of success. But what have I
gained if I cannot talk to the person I once was?"90 The ability of feminist studies
to be able and willing to speak to community is crucial for my academic and
cultural investments. I cannot be complicit in contributing to a field that at once
excludes certain voices while creating and maintaining the divisions between the
material realities of communities without even considering what the implications
are. I must also ask myself, as Professor Torres has, “what have I gained if I
cannot talk to the person I once was” and still am committed to being in so many
ways?
Gate-Keeping Language
Growing up in Southern California, issues of migration and belonging have
always been a very important part of my life. Migration narratives and instances
of belonging as well as instances of feeling excluded are a part of my identity as
a Chicana. Being so close to the U.S. Mexico border provided an interesting
context for everyday moments. Although I was born in this country, I have vivid
childhood memories of my family being scolded by white people (at various
90
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times) to “go back to where we came from.” This feeling of being a constant exile
contributed to my feeling that I could never stake my claim to this country as
“mine.” These feelings have followed me throughout my life and undoubtedly
became real when I entered the privileged space of an institution of higher
education. Particularly in doctoral seminars there seems to be an unspoken
understanding of how to act, speak and write in a certain way. What I refer to as
gate-keeping politics seems to also play out in historically white universities
where students’ acceptance and “success” is contingent upon being the “right”
kind of student, where right often means, apolitical, assimilated, and willing not to
disrupt the status quo. I found that gate-keeping politics are especially prevalent
in the language of the academy that for Chicana/o Latina/o graduate students
functions to sever the ties that we have to familia, community and culture. I argue
that it is what we need to hold onto in order to feel the interconnectedness to the
people that are motivating us and in many ways supporting/sustaining our
educational dreams. When I asked students about the institutional gate keeping
language, (MAR) a self identified Chicana feminist who attends a public
university in the Southwest responded,
Yeah. It’s definitely a thing. Its something that I feel we have to
actively counter. It’s easy to get sucked into using that language
because that’s what the university wants. Its like we have to master
this language that is so out of the norm for how we grew up. So like,
it’s like another world almost. And its understood that everyone that
goes to school and especially everyone that is a graduate student
has to talk and write in this language. And sometimes the more you
master this language, the smarter people think you are. It’s so
dumb to think that like the more you can not speak to your
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community, the quote un quote smarter or more successful you are
as a academic. Isn’t that fucked up? Its pretty fucked up now that I
think about it.
(MAR) shared that she is the first in her family to attend graduate school. As a
first generation college student, I asked her to explain how it specifically affects
her and she shared

You have to figure it out and like constantly figure out if you are
going to use it. And at times you have to. It’s like when you are
applying for funding or a fellowship or whatever, you have to pull
out all the stops. Sound like a “genius” academic, use the academic
buzz words. The ones that have academic capital. It affects us, well
me, because I can’t just write the way I would want. I can’t be me, I
have to put on this mask like through language. I wish it didn’t have
to be this way.
(JON) introduced previously as a self identified as “Chicana/Mexicana, Feminista
y Muxerista, queer, activista” who attends a public university in the Midwest
shared her experiences and how there are often consequences for our
encounters with this language:
I would agree that it does exist and I have experienced it myself in
the classroom. Like having shown up to graduate school for the first
time in my program, I was taking a class on queer theory with like
the "leading scholar" in our department. And the first time I stepped
foot in the class, as a queer person, I feel like I have some
understanding of what queer experiences are and I feel like I have
some grasp also being exposed to Chicana/Latina theories and
writings on like lesbian identity for example, but showing up to that
classroom was like the most intimidating thing because I felt like
everyone in the class was speaking about all these theorists and
bringing up all these other ideas. The first reading we did was on
Foucault's “History of Sexuality and that was a text that I had never
been exposed to and like even though he is talking about for
example, disciplinary power and the way that we keep each other in
check and regulate what we do, you know, Chicana lesbians have
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been talking about this and how like, women for example have
reproduced patriarchy, but the way that they were talking about it
was completely new language for myself, so I can only imagine that
the same is true for the people in my community that when I come
home and talk to them I don’t use the language of the academy like
I use the language that we use on the day to day basis. Otherwise it
would be difficult to have that conversation, not because they don’t
get it, but nobody uses that language where I come from.
(JON), also a first generation college student also chose to share, “My siblings
and I were the first to graduate from high school” touched on the way that this
language made her question her experience with theoretical concepts that she
lives in her daily life. What is at stake for students that confront this language is
that they are often made to question their existence in fields they should
otherwise feel experts in. She goes on to explain
And that experience happened to me with the chair of the
department at the time, so as a first year student, having to tell the
professor that you are dropping out of the class, well I didn’t tell
them like its because I’m too intimidated or because like I don’t
think I can handle it, but I did tell them “oh its my first year, I
registered for four classes and I think it was too ambitious on my
part to take on four classes.” That’s what I told them, but it was just
like, I don’t know it just felt weird you know? To have to tell the chair
of the department that you can’t take fourth class, specifically their
class, you know?
Another student (RD) identified as a Mexican/Chicano, first generation college
student and attended graduate school in the Southwest and Midwest both at
public universities. (RD) shared this about his experience with gate-keeping
language,
Yeah definitely, it’s there. I think once you’re in these spaces and
there is always this sense of high culture almost, you know “high”—
in quotation marks, that we have to learn and I feel that it is a part
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of this weeding out process and it is a part of the assimilation
process that we are suppose to speak and think like the people who
are in charge and for the most part that language is not a part of
me, is not a part of my community, its not something I can take
back to my community.
This need to return to a community that will be able to appreciate and understand
what was learned at the PhD level was a sentiment that was expressed by
several different interviewees. (RD) went on to discuss how this “internal conflict”
plays out
I think it affects me mentally and emotionally. Because then it
becomes, or I start becoming something that I am not, I start
speaking like someone that I am not, and I feel like I know that I am
not those things, and I know that I am not those people and so it
becomes this place of conflict for me. Because I feel like, you know
like I am going against what I intended to continue my education
for. I didn’t go into a PhD program to isolate myself from the
communities that I want to go back to and I feel like that’s what is
happening and I feel that’s what happens. There is no value placed
on our communities in that way.
So I definitely feel like it’s an internal conflict for me, it makes me
feel like I am giving something up. That I feel is a part of my notion
of success that we talked about. I feel that if I give that up, I’m not
gonna be successful, but I might be successful in the terms of
academia or U.S. standards of success. And I feel like they are
gearing us toward this isolated very individualistic notion of
success.
In addition, I asked about how if at all this gate keeping language affects the
families and communities of the students. (RD) went on to share that
I think if we let it reach them, then yeah it affects them. I’ve had to
disengage those two worlds because I don’t want the person that
these institutions want me to be, I don’t want that to be a reflection
of my family because again I don’t want, I feel like this individualistic
very isolated person that the institution wants us to be is very
violent toward out communities. And I don’t want that. I feel like
especially in our community, you know is always placed on the
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outside by these institutions from day one, you know since
kindergarten teachers have been disrespecting my mom. They’ve
been disrespecting my language, my culture. And to be a reflection
of that person I think it would be a slap in my moms face. She may
have not seen it in that way, but I did. I took it that way. When
teachers disregarded my mom when she went there to advocate for
me in one way or another and they just kinda showed her where the
door was, it was as slap in the face for both of us. And I never want
to be that. I never want to be one of those people. And I think that
these institutions want us to be that person.
Chicana feminist graduate student (MAR) shared her thoughts on how a gatekeeping language can affect the community and contribute to a distance
Well, if you’re an ass and you bring it home with you as a way to
“prove” you’re smart or whatever, it can affect them if its not
something they have access to, you know? But also, they hear it.
They know sometimes. At least my family does. I think that they
already feel excluded by my grad school life. And although I try to
make that “distance” or whatever you would call it, less, like I try o
minimize it by saying how what I learn there isn’t as important as
what my family and community has taught me—and its true! I’m not
just saying it, but I guess I want to prevent them from feeling
excluded based on the language or words that I am forced to use,
so I like overcompensate. Plus, they have their own way of knowing
and in ways its much more important and powerful. Its just not in
the language of the academy, but they know it. I am always trying
to make sure that this language, gate keeping I guess, won’t reach
them. Cuz like I know what it feels like to have this language and
these big terms used against you. It makes you feel dumb. I never
want my family or loved ones to feel that pain. It sucks when grad
school reminds you that you may not belong. But, what are you
gonna do…?
Graduate study not only includes coursework and a honing of special
research and writing skills for Chicanas/os Latinas/os, but with gate-keeping
languages it also means extra thoughtfulness in the way that this language can
affect the connections and support by extended networks. Not only does it
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function to create a particular “professional” academic environment that stamps
out the lived realities and fleshy, raw stories that often sustain graduate students
of color, it also contributes to the othering of our families, communities and
culture.
This chapter challenges the social and political hierarchies within feminist
scholarship. It has centered writings and interviews by women of color to
highlight the ways that they negotiate and navigate their participation in academic
spaces and shows how and in what ways these scholars assert their feminist
voices through multiple lenguas and experiences. I argued that normative
participation in academic feminist spaces often presupposes a language that is
always abstract, obscure and de-personalized which I argued contributes to the
exclusion and dismissal of those feminist scholars that fall outside of this form of
high theory. I analyzed strategic participation by women of color within academic
feminist inquiry to posit that this is a choice in which women of color scholars
assert their distinct racial, gendered and classed subjectivities through strategic
language. My focus on language in academic feminism aimed to highlight the
ways in which using language can impede collaboration, collectivity and
inclusivity of women outside the academy as well as those who choose to stay
connected through language to their lives beyond the academy which will be
helpful in understanding the experiences of Chicana/o graduate students in
chapter five of this dissertation. I concluded here by highlighting the ways that
women of color scholars are able to transform marginality into a space of
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openness and possibility. In doing so, I aimed to articulate the urgency and
possibility for the creation of a more inclusive and safe space for all women in the
academic feminist classroom.
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Chapter 3:
Mexicanas/os91 Chicanas/os Perpetual Non-Citizenship: Relationships to
U.S. Nationalism and Belonging

For Mexicana/os, being recognized as a part of the world in which they
work, raise families, go to school etc., is an important part of being respected as
contributors and participants in the nation. Overdetermined language, threat
narratives and gate-keeping language work to undermine the multiple ways that
Mexicanas/os’ participate and belong in the nation. This chapter focuses on the
various ways that exclusion is constructed for Mexicanas/os and Chicanas/os
through their distinct racialized and gendered relationships to U.S. nationalism. It
is important to begin with a discussion of migration and citizenship because in
subsequent chapters I will show how this directly relates to academic belonging
and discuss how this is related to larger public discourses, including academic
experiences, and ultimately academic gate keeping.
I first offer a discussion of how the language of “threat narratives”92 within
discourses of migration and belonging determines who is recognized as a citizen
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and who is excluded. Next, through a close analysis of specific population
debates, public health discourses, and representations and concerns of fertility
as informed by racialized heteropatriarchal exclusions, I show how
Mexicanas/os, (regardless of status) are forced to contend with the racialization
and criminalization of being cast as perpetual non-citizens93 through everyday,
overdetermined94 language. I am using overdetermination in the Freudian sense
as the notion that a single signifier can come to mean more than one thing or that
it can be the product of more than one thing. I close the chapter with a discussion
on how these threat narratives work to extend material consequences of
belonging and exclusion on university campuses and highlight select interviews
with Chicana/o graduate students.
My investment in Mexicana/o migration began very early and is connected
to my experiences as the daughter of an East L.A. Chicana and a Mexican
migrant father. Citizenship and belonging have and continue to play a huge role
in my life. As a graduate student, notions of migration, citizenship and belonging
are not simply “research interests.” They are part of my very complex social, and
embodied social location. They are also an extension of my commitment as a
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Chicana feminist and a scholar activist interested in exposing the many ways that
my family, community and I are continually cast as non-citizens.

The Language of Threat Narratives, “Outsiders” and Criminalization
First, it is important to outline the way that “official” language marks
specific bodies and works to alienate and contain entire populations, regardless
of status or familial generation in the nation. Often through metonymic
articulations,95 Mexican descent populations are positioned in ways that reaffirm
their “otherness” as political actors as well as in discussions of nationhood and
belonging. Constructions of an exclusionary, yet all encompassing “other” situate
Mexicanas/os beyond the margins of belonging on the basis of their alleged
illegitimacy and inauthenticity to the nation state which then positions them as
perpetual non-citizens. Latinas/os of mixed status populations—citizens,
residents, and undocumented folks– are homogenized as the “other” and placed
outside of the nation in ways that racialize and criminalize their very existence
and claims to home.
Understanding “Latino threat narratives” as discussed by Leo Chavez, is
an important starting point for my discussion on how overdetermined language
constructs undocumented migration from Mexico—and by extension, the family
members and children of migrants, regardless of status. Leo Chavez asserts that
95
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the Latino threat narrative attempts to show how Latinos are unlike previous
immigrant groups, who ultimately assimilated into the nation.96 Throughout The
Latino Threat, Chavez points out the myths that are seen as “official truths”
associated with these narratives. Chavez states,
According to the assumptions and taken-for-granted ‘truths’
inherent in this narrative, Latinos are unwilling or incapable of
integrating, of becoming part of the national community. Rather,
they are part of an invading force from south of the border that is
bent on reconquering land that was formally theirs (the U.S.
Southwest) and destroying the American way of life.97
Chavez challenges this narrative by offering a redefinition of the different
articulations of citizenship and belonging, extending the rights and privileges of
what it means to belong. I argue that through a process of racialization, public
discourses contribute to the construction of threatening and alarming concepts
such as an “illegal alien invasion." Through the overdetermined language of
“invasion,” “alien” and “illegal” these frameworks become coded as the dominant
metaphor of migration from Mexico. These narratives are important because they
frame the way society, the legal system and public policies are enacted and
therefore have direct material consequences for Mexicanas/os. The phrase
racializes, others and criminalizes Mexicans as a direct threat to the nation. In
addition, the “national community” of which Chavez speaks extends to spaces
and places like colleges and universities. It is important to pay attention to the
ways in which these spaces are also impacted by threat narratives. If Latinos are
96
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seen as an invading force set on destroying the American way of life, how does
this translate to their presence and visibility on college campuses?
Racialization, as Michael Omi and Howard Winant describe in, Racial
Formation in the United States, is the “extension of racial meaning to a previously
racially unclassified relationship, social practice or group. Racialization is an
ideological process, an historically specific one.”98 Through this process, I argue,
Mexicanas/os are continually racialized regardless of citizenship or
socioeconomic status; homogenized and subsequently excluded from belonging
often through seemingly ordinary discussions around health, population and
fertility. As Omi and Winant describe, through racialization certain bodies are
discursively stripped of humanity and value and are situated as outsiders.99
Racial formation in the nation is specifically relevant for migrants and their
children when considering how national and global structural processes are
deeply embedded in systems. In terms of gender, race and nation it is imperative
to consider how these imperialist realities structure our understanding of nation
and belonging and how language particularly functions within this structure.
Connecting the threat narratives to actual bodies in ways that devalue
their participation within the nation is often perpetrated through constructions of
Latinos as a public burden. Lisa Sun-Hee Park astutely outlines the historical
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implications of the language of “public charge,”100 or the burdens associated with
immigrant women’s reproductive freedoms in her book, Entitled to Nothing: The
Struggle for Immigrant Health Care in the Age of Welfare Reform. Park exposes
the ways that the language of “immigrant reproductive freedom” became a
strategy for the neoliberal state to insert itself into the lives and reproductive
choices of immigrant women on the basis of a perceived or feared burden to the
welfare state in California.
Through case studies and interviews that expose the relationship between
Asian and Latina immigrants and public health systems, Park discusses the
strategy of using “public charge” language as a means to deny rights, citizenship
and basic health care access.101 Another version of the threat narrative, “public
charge” policies intend to justify the exclusion and denial of rights and privileges
to certain populations on the basis of potential economic burdens to the
neoliberal state. As Park has noted, Asian and Latina immigrants are assumed to
adhere to global capitalist logic informed by neoliberalism when making
reproductive choices but because of racism and sexism inherent (yet not
recognized) in this system, their choices are seen as irrational and burdensome
on the state.102
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Similarly, the consequences linked to the construction of a “naturalized”
nation are also important to address and are discussed by Lisa Lowe in the
introduction to Immigrant Acts. Lowe states,
“While the nation proposes immigrant ‘naturalization’ as a narrative
of ‘political emancipation’ that is meant to resolve in American
liberal democracy as a terrain to which all citizens have equal
access and to which all are represented, it is a narrative that denies
the establishment of citizenship out of unequal relationships
between dominant white citizens and subordinated racialized non
citizens and women103

Lowe goes on to state that the law not only reflects social relationships, but also
actively reproduces “racialized gender relations” mostly in terms of labor force
demands in order to benefit the state.104 Lowe’s work speaks to the importance
of reasserting the historical amnesia that the American imperial project aims to
maintain. One example of this can be found in Leo Chavez’s discussion of the
power of myths in constructing threat narratives. He states, “The Latino Threat
Narrative works so well and is so pervasive because its basic premises are taken
for granted as true. In this narrative, Latinos, whether immigrant or U.S.-born, are
a homogenous population that somehow stands apart from normal premises of
historical change.”105 The “taken for granted truths” are important to consider,
because I find that they are engendered by overdetermined language that has
direct material consequences for Mexicana/o populations. For example, the taken
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for granted truth described by language that implies or assumes that all Mexican
descent persons, including, Mexican descent students, are migrants—
undocumented—and rely on affirmative action and/or financial assistance.
One of the most important aspects of understanding how Mexicanas/os
are positioned as noncitizens is to account for the strategies by which certain
ideologies and overdetermined articulations often become “official” means of
information. In this regard, I contend that specific populations (migrants,
Mexicanas/os, Chicanas/os Latinas/os) can be constructed through language as
the cause and effect of disaster as a result of their consistent position as
outsiders in the nation. Lisa Cacho introduces her notion of “white injury”106 in
describing one way that “otherness” is constructed as the explicit cause of any of
a number of social crises. Her analysis focuses on California’s Proposition 187,
arguing that the idea of white injury galvanizes a seemingly legitimate and
justified response to end the “suffering” endured by true/”real”/legitimate citizens.
This contributes to an “us” versus “them” framework that “serves to legitimate the
containment, exploitation, and surveillance of communities of color.”107 In
conjunction with the Latino threat narrative and “public charge” narratives, the
ideology of white injury in the media builds on fear of the “other” ultimately
legitimizing the criminalization of the “other,” with its call to action. As Park and
Chavez have argued, this is observed in various instances including debates on
106
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health, population, and fertility. These seemingly unmarked categories are used
to enforce “official” and “objective” concerns over the social understanding of
citizenship and belonging within the nation.

Population “Explosions” as Anti-Immigrant Rhetoric
Languages from these threatening frameworks creep into seemingly
ordinary discussions. One example is the contemporary rise of the population
debate that not incidentally occurred simultaneously with large scale immigrant
rights marches and protests in 2006 following the introduction of the “Border
Protection, Antiterrorism, and Illegal Immigration Control Act” of 2005 (H.R.
4437). While important in previous historical eras,108 public discourse on
overpopulation has been virtually dormant since the previous economic crisis of
the early 1980s. In October of 2006, the United States population was projected
to reach 300 million. With this projection, migration from the global south soon
became a topic of intense discussion. This population growth debate, its images,
language and salience in October of 2006 led me to question the unique ways
that identity, nationality and ethnicity intertwined at this moment in history. The
concern for over population soon targeted Mexicans and this community became
a metonym for instability, burden, and disaster in the mainstream media. In the
same year, the largest socio-political mobilization, in support of immigrant
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communities, took place. These were the most widespread and largest activist
marches since the 1970s.
The Border Protection, Antiterrorism, and Illegal Immigration Control Act of
2005 sought to criminalize undocumented migrants and charge individuals and
organizations who assisted undocumented migrants with federal crimes. Before
this proposal, undocumented status was a civil violation, not a criminal act.
Marches and rallies all over the nation in favor of immigration reform and
specifically against H.R. 4437 drew some of the largest crowds. Downtown Los
Angeles was host to approximately 250,000 marchers in the morning followed by
a second march on Wilshire Boulevard that gathered approximately 400,000
marchers.109 Marches garnered widespread support and were reported across
the United States including New York, Florida, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Arizona,
Nevada, Texas, and Illinois to mention a few. Despite their considerable size,
these marches failed to have lasting impacts in terms of media coverage and/or a
shift in public opinion because the power of neoliberal logic in conjunction with
myths about the global economy110 rely on the possibility and availability of an
exploitative immigrant labor force.
After 2005, immigration debates began to surface with a new sense of
urgency. State measures were introduced, approved and extended as copycat
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bills throughout the states. Two examples are Arizona’s SB1070 and Georgia’s
HB87 that target certain populations of people deemed “outside” of the U.S.
national imaginary. These bills subject Latino populations to extreme punishment
that ignores the structural interconnectedness of colonial power relationships as
one explanation for migrant presence in this country. Interestingly enough, state
measures such as SB1070 and HB87 implicitly assume that there is equal
access to legal citizenship.
Issues such as population, health care access and fertility construct the
understanding that some bodies are just not worthy of rights and privileges
associated with citizenship. It is through a racial and gendered analysis, that we
can see how the argument begins with Mexicana/o migrants on the basis of noncitizenship, but more insidiously it extends to include the exclusion of those
Mexicanas/os who are also “official citizens.” The mixed status citizenship of
Latinos and the racialization that continues to permeate immigration discourses
and everyday belonging for Mexicanas/os and Chicanas/os, contributes to the
continual placement of these groups outside the boundaries of belonging.
Suzanne Oboler speaks of this phenomenon when she discusses the
particularity of Latino’s experiences in this country. Oboler states,
…Latino/as continue to be the one population that, whether formally
citizens or not, is consistently considered ‘alien’ in their own land,
they will continue to be an essential component of discussions on
the changing meanings of citizenship in U.S. context, while also
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remaining central to US immigration policy and hemispheric power
dynamics111
Oboler’s analysis of the development of citizenship and migrant
experience examines how formal citizenship is used to exclude populations on
the basis of legitimate claims to land and belonging. Being cast as perpetual
aliens has long supported a system of always available, cheap labor. According
to Oboler, the Latina/o experience includes going beyond formal rights to account
for belonging and participation while simultaneously transforming what it means
to belong. Although migrants are “productive citizens,” producing and
contributing to the economy, they are unfortunately not extended the official
rights of inclusion. This contradiction I argue is based on racist and sexist
articulations for how labor is valued in our society.
Leo Chavez has discussed the need to open the realms of citizenship and
belonging. Notions of belonging seem to correspond directly to a gendered
investment in identifying productive citizens that will in turn benefit the nation.
Chavez in his book, Covering Immigration: Popular Images and the Politics of the
Nation, analyzes images from magazines and specifically magazine covers and
particularly on 4th of July issues. He suggests that media images are not static in
the perception of society, but play an active role in the shaping of political
discourse. Images act as a visual overdetermined language. Migrants and people
of color have historically been pinpointed by the larger society as the cause of
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burdening issues plaguing the United States. This rhetoric is consistent with the
continued preoccupation with migrants and “others” as a consistent burden on
the economy, resources, and national complexion.
Public discourse surrounding migration to the U.S. creates normalized
images of racialized bodies and their relationship to U.S. nationalism and
nativism. These norms posit whiteness as the unnamed position and often rely
on “illegality” as a way to justify the ill treatment and dismissal of other
communities. Nicholas De Genova in his book, Working the Boundaries,
addresses how Mexican migrant “illegality” is constructed to systematically
control and maintain a “level of deportability” for Mexican migrants.112 The
constructions of “illegality” function as an “apparatus for producing and sustaining
the vulnerability and tractability of Mexican migrants as labor.”113 This
vulnerability functions as a social and/or economic tool to separate and exclude
Mexicanas/os from demanding the rights and privileges not only of citizenship,
but of claims of belonging and home. De Genova describes: “…migrant ‘illegality’
as a spatialized social condition that is inseparable from the particular ways that
migrants are likewise racialized as ‘illegal aliens’—as invasive violators of the
law, incorrigible ‘foreigners’ subverting the integrity of ‘the nation’ and its
sovereignty from within the space of the US nation-state.”114 In addition,
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“illegality” as De Genova argues promotes the “vulnerability and tractability”115 of
certain populations which places them outside of the boundaries of belonging
regardless of citizenship status. Thus, De Genova argues that “illegality” is not
so much a means to exclude, but to ensure a level of “deportability” that renders
migrants a commodity, whose main contributions are capital gains for the
nation.116 Ensuring “deportability” of Mexicana/o subjects points directly to the
relationship of how the upholding of U.S. nationalist expectations for “proper
citizens” is based on their distinct racialized and gendered bodies.
Chavez’s response to the Latino Threat Narrative is important because he
provides evidence of the power of myths regardless of their inaccuracies.
Chavez states,
According to the assumptions and taken-for-granted ‘truths’
inherent in this narrative, Latinos are unwilling or incapable of
integrating, of becoming part of the national community. Rather,
they are part of an invading force from south of the border that is
bent on reconquering land that was formally theirs (the U.S.
Southwest) and destroying the American way of life.117
In addition, Chavez goes on to articulate the specific threat surrounding Latina
fertility by stating, “This threat materializes not merely because of Latino
populations growth, but because Latino babies transgress the borders between
immigrants and citizens.”118 Chavez outlines the power of “taken-for-granted
assumptions” in the discourse on Latinas and reproduction. He quotes Dorothy
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Roberts in her observation of the power of stereotypes. He states, “Myths are
more than made-up stories. They are firmly held beliefs that represent and
attempt to explain what we perceive to be true. They can become more credible
than reality, holding fast even in the face of airtight statistics and rational
argument to the contrary.”119 Chavez’s use of statistical and empirical research
shows readers that concerns over lack of assimilation and Mexican women’s
fertility are often unfounded. The overdetermination of the “problem” of Mexicana
fertility withstands even in light of hard facts that tell us it is not the case that
Mexicanas are having more babies and more often. This underlines the
significance and power of threat narratives, “public charge” and public burden
becoming overdetermined languages that have severe material consequences
not only for Mexican migrants, but also their U.S. born children.

Discussion of Population Debate
In this section I will discuss two images that appeared in local newspapers
during the historical moment of the 300 millionth American. I contend that the
images represent the issue of population concerns as specifically an “illegal
Mexican” issue. In addition, I will also discuss three short video advertisements
that were created by the organization “Californians for Population Stabilization”
(CAPS). CAPS is a non-profit founded in 1986 whose mission statement states
that it “works to formulate and advance policies and programs designed to
119
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stabilize the population of California, the U.S. and the world at levels which will
preserve the environment and a good quality of life for all.” In addition, the
organization states that “nearly all of California's and most of the U.S.'s runaway
population growth has come from immigration, CAPS has given this issue the
attention it deserves, by sponsoring public and media awareness campaigns,
working with lawmakers to promote more responsible policies, maintaining a
growing network of member-activists and conducting vital research about how to
create a sustainable state.” 120 I begin the discussion with the images and
subsequently move on to the videos. I provide a transcript of the short ads and
then discuss the implications of constructing “illegal immigration” as a population
concern for environmentalists and “concerned Americans” alike.
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Figure 1.

Figure 2.
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The image in Figure #1 is from October 2006 and it depicts a pregnant
woman running toward the United States. There is a sign on a cactus that
indicates U.S. to the north and Mexico to the south. The pregnant woman is
running with a backpack and carrying a gallon of water. There is a man behind
her with a baseball cap and a thick mustache also running toward the U.S. There
is a large arrow pointing at the woman’s pregnant stomach and the text reads,
“America’s population reaches the 300 millionth milestone—as soon as the
mother reaches the border!”
Figure #2 was printed in the Orange County Register also in October
2006. It depicts a musical band, behind a sea of people that anxiously wait as a
man in a sombrero digs his way through into the United States. A sign amidst the
anxious crowd reads “Welcome 300 Millionth American.” On the bottom right
however, what appears to be a border agent offers his own greeting, “Welcome,
you are under arrest.”
In both of these overdetermined images, the visual language is used to
clearly mark Mexicanas/os as foreign invaders. For men, facial hair (mustaches)
and sombreros/baseball caps offer stereotypical markers for threatening brown
bodies.121 Their mustache in particular has signified Mexican criminality since the
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early 1800s and the creation of the “bandido” stereotype by those attempting to
settle in and colonize what is now the Southwest. For the women, birthing brown
babies on American soil is the threat. The threat of arrest in figure two, addresses
one “solution” for the American public. Although the threat of incarceration does
not seem to fully satisfy the public burden of Mexican migration, I argue that the
real threat is the potential to birth brown (American born) babies. This makes the
300 millionth milestone significant, because it soon became an opportunity to
discuss and voice discomfort not only with Mexican migrants, but also with the
American born children born to Mexican mothers.
Similarly, the CAPS videos address these concerns regarding population.
All of the videos that are used by CAPS are short videos between 30-40 seconds
long yet they definitely invite diverse audiences to share in their concern over
“population stabilization” which they deem to be a concern for “illegal
immigration” and the future of Americans. The first video shows images of the
now famous immigration protests against HR4437 in March of 2006. Amid
protests signs and thousands crowding the streets in support of immigrants the
video states:
“America’s population will reach 300 million this year, yet some
propose increasing immigration by over 100 million. We will be a
nation of 500 million in 50 years. The last thing California needs is
more traffic, crowded schools and bankrupt hospitals. The last thing
California needs is more immigration. The other side has had its
cartoon completely after accusations of racism.
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/11/22/racist-thanksgiving-cartoon-indystar_n_6204922.html
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say, isn’t it time you had yours? Go to www.capsweb.net to have
your voice heard. (paid for by Californians for Population
Stabilization).”122
The use of images from the large-scale immigrant rights marches to show
the crowded streets, manipulates the vision of (im)migrants and their supporters
taking to the streets to demand justice and visibility. The video refers to “traffic,
crowded schools and bankrupt hospitals” while showing images from the
protests. This leads viewers to believe that all the protesters shown are
immigrants and that they are singlehandedly responsible for traffic, bankrupt
hospitals and overcrowded schools. The images of the protests paint a picture of
excessiveness that proposes to “increase immigration by over 100 million.”
Although it is never addressed who proposes this increase, the sides are
clear-cut. As the narrator ends, he states, “The other side has had its say, isn’t it
time you had yours?” The us vs. them ideology is clearly at work to construct the
marchers as the ones who propose the exaggerated “immigration increase,” and
its falsely assumed consequences. In addition it galvanizes viewers to take action
and make their voices heard. Not against Mexican immigration of course, but in
favor of less traffic, less crowded schools and more hospitals.
The second video shows an average Euro-American looking man standing
behind the words ILLEGAL in all caps. As he begins to speak he uses the “illegal”
to drive his point home. He states,
122
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“Now that so many Californians are out of work, attention is turning
to the millions of illegal workers in the state. It’s about time. What
about these workers? Legal foreign workers? One million legal
immigrants and temporary workers our government admits every
year? They take good jobs in places like California. No matter how
many Californians are out of work or how ‘ill’ the economy gets, we
need to slow legal immigration until California is working again.
(paid for by Californians for Population Stabilization).”123
During his brief call to action, he first separates the “legal” from the word “illegal”
to show that legal immigrants derive from the same term and perhaps that they
are no different with respect to the implications they have for Californians. After
discussing the ramifications of legal immigration, he replaces the “l” with the “il” to
create the word ‘ill’ as an implication of the threat of both kinds of immigration.
This video is very important because it not only shifts from the dreaded “illegal”
immigration, but it also calls attention to the perceived “ills” of legal immigration
as well. Through the lens of population and economic stability, the video calls for
an end to all migration. Instead of focusing on the various structures that
contribute to the broken California economy and make migration necessary,
attention simply turns to the “foreigners” as the cause and solution to all of the
economic woes of the state. Making the clever connection between the “ill”
standing between legal and “illegal” migrants, CAPS attempts to make the leap to
condemn all non-(Euro)Americans. This validates anti-immigrant hostility and
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obscures the fact that “Californians” already includes people of Mexican descent.
It implies that all legitimate “Californians” are white.
The last video advertisement offers an interesting position for
environmentalists and those concerned over the effects of global warming. In a
strategic move that once again centers the (Mexican) immigrant in California as
the cause of severe economic and environmental degradation, the young EuroAmerican man goes on to say,
“Concerned over America’s huge carbon footprint? Then you
should be concerned about immigration. Sound crazy? Immigrants
produce four times more carbon emissions in the U.S. than in their
home countries. Left alone, immigration will drive population
increase equal to the entire American west in just 30 years.
Reducing immigration won’t solve global warming, but it is a part of
the solution. We’ve got some tough choices to make. Go to
CAPSweb.org to tell us what you think. (paid for by Californians for
Population Stabilization)”124
This video emphasizes the deliberate emotional appeal to an otherwise
liberal leaning audience and as such is one of the most dangerous because it
creates an opportunity for people concerned with environmental issues, to join
the anti-immigrant movement. The idea that immigrants need to stay in their own
country because they contribute more carbon emissions is just ridiculous. This
does not address the overt issue that Americans are also obviously contributing
to the huge carbon emissions that feed global warming and that the rich in
California have a larger carbon footprint than the poor. This rationale seems to
124
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state that only “official” upwardly mobile Americans have earned the right and
privilege to pollute the earth and furthermore, staking claim not only to the
regions within the United States borders, but to the earth. Naming immigration as
part of the solution to end global warning is far-reaching, yet strategic. Linking
issues like population, health and environment to specific migrant populations
demonstrates how dangerous overdetermined language can be.

Fertility, Reproduction and the Freedom to have Brown Babies
Another mode of exclusion begins with the issue of health and population,
but grounds its threat narrative in issues of fertility for women of color. Race and
gender complicate the relationship between U.S. nationalism and brown
motherhood. In Ruby Tapia’s article “Impregnating Images: Visions of Race, Sex,
and Citizenship in California’s Teen Pregnancy Campaigns,” she looks at public
health concerns surrounding teen pregnancy and the notion of an impending
“epidemic” of teen pregnancy among California’s youth. She illustrates the link
between the 1965 Immigration Act that she argues shifted the focus to:
maintaining American ‘purity’ that it exacerbated, set the stage for
the institutional and popular discursive connections between race,
citizenship, and consumption that would determine how the teen
pregnancy problem would be imaged through the twentieth
century125
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Tapia explains how media strategies along with Partnership for Responsible
Parenting (PRP), anti-immigrant and anti-welfare measures participated in the
racial identification of the teen pregnancy “epidemic” as a “brown” issue.
Working in conjunction with the Spanish language ads that were
simultaneously aired on the radio and displayed on highway
billboards, these mall kiosk posters presented yet another ‘dark’
picture of (nonwhite) teen sexual irresponsibility and public
burden126
Through Tapia’s investigation, it becomes evident that language and
media images used to expose the teen pregnancy “epidemic” in California
created a space where racialization of communities of color contributed to further
“othering” of members on the basis of race and citizenship. As it stands,
“epidemic” is overdetermined language. The definition for epidemic is, 1)
“affecting at the same time a large number of persons in a locality, as a disease
2) a temporary prevalence of a disease 3) a rapid spread or sudden prevalence
of something.”127 Using this language overdetermines teen pregnancy—
especially brown teen pregnancy—as a disease; and thus, something to be
feared by the general population. Something that comes to signify a threat to
everyone must be stopped. The logic of such overdetermination authorizes
racism and exclusion. Further it is perpetually misread as something prevalent
and continues to emotionally equate it with a fast spreading disease. Even as
birth rate among teen Latinas show relatively little difference, the public continues
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to believe that Latinas have more babies on average then do white teens, and
that this is something to be feared.
Similarly, Dorothy Roberts’ book, Killing the Black Body: Race,
Reproduction and the Meaning of Liberty offers a powerful analysis of the ways
that reproductive liberties have been projected onto the black female body. She
charges that systemic and institutional factors contribute to the denial of black
reproductive autonomy. Further, she explicates how attempts to dehumanize and
control black bodies have been historically and politically situated to reinforce
white supremacy. Roberts enunciates the ways that reproductive liberties are an
important feature affecting black women and that more importantly; these issues
affect black women in very distinct ways. She states, “… reproductive liberty
must acknowledge that we make reproductive decisions within a social context,
including inequalities of wealth and power. Reproductive freedom is a matter of
social justice.”128
Roberts’ analysis of birth control highlights the ways that policies are
enacted through different bodies from different social locations. Roberts’s
extensive discussion on the “dark side of birth control” offered an important
analytic concerning the ways women of color experience sexism and especially
reproductive liberties differently and allows us to ask important questions about
how the interplay of race and gender cannot be overlooked. Roberts argues that,
“poor addicts and welfare mothers are punished for having babies because they
128
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fail to measure up to the state’s ideal of motherhood.”129 Something as seemingly
libratory as reproductive rights, fertility and motherhood means something
completely different for white middle class women than it does for working class
black women. As a result, these women are “…penalized because the
combination of their poverty, race and marital status is seen as unworthy of
procreating.”130
The problem lies in the continued insistence on trying to understand, name
and alleviate what is “good” for black women’s reproductive freedoms and by
extension what is “good” for nationalism, whiteness and belonging. Roberts’
analysis allows room for me to extend the discussion of how Chicana/o Latina/o
subjects that do hold U.S. citizenship can still be targeted and situated as noncitizens through discourses of U.S. nationalism and belonging. Furthermore, how
their brown children (regardless of citizenship status) also experience exclusion,
particularly within academic settings.
Similar to the ways that migrants and people of color are “othered” as a
way to deny rights and place within the nation, Black female bodies and their
sexualities are constructed as a commodity. In Black Feminist Thought, Patricia
Hill Collins offers an intersectional framework while excavating subjugated
knowledges that underscore many of the aspects concerning gender, race, and
nation in Black feminism. Her extensive discussions are important to the
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understanding of how Black women’s bodies and sexualities have been used as
a means to control. Collins asserts, “Via mechanisms such as employment
discrimination, maintaining images of Black women that construct them as mules
or objects of pleasure, and encouraging or discouraging Black women’s
reproduction via state intervention, Black women’s labor, sexuality, and fertility all
have been exploited.”131 This connection is relevant to Leo Chavez’s discussion
of the Latino threat narrative. One of his focuses is how threat narratives have
centered Latina reproduction as a site where citizenship and belonging outline
who is considered a “legitimate” member of society.132
Belonging in the Colleges and Universities?
Now that I have described a few of the ways that Mexicanas/os
experience exclusion via overdetermined discourse concerning population and
fertility and reproduction, I will address how these complexities impact a sense of
belonging for children of migrants as they enter educational institutions. I argue
that threat narratives consistently pervade the lives of second and third
generation students as they pursue post secondary schooling through
overdetermined and gate-keeping language pervasive in the academy. These
frameworks, although not specifically put forth by the university, are by default
adopted and embraced, as the university community exists within the society in
131
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which migrants and their children are viewed with less value. It may not be the
case that the university community is intentionally excluding students of color, but
it is an unintentional consequence of an academic community that consciously
and/or subconsciously adheres to languages and practices that do not place
value on Mexicana/o student experiences, and presume incompetence.133
Mexicana/o students are particularly affected because they often represent very
small numbers on university campuses. The demographics of students of color
on university campuses affect their ability to demand that their needs and
experiences be recognized and acknowledged.
When the level of deportability renders migrants commodities, as
described by De Genova earlier, this is easily translated to academic
expectations for Chicana/o Latina/o students. We can see how narratives for
“proper citizens” can soon mutate into narratives for “proper students” demanding
a certain kind of assimilation and adherence to mainstream (white) notions of
success and academic performance standards.
Leo Chavez debunks the threat of Latina fertility as discussed earlier in the
chapter, stating, “This threat materializes not merely because of Latino
population growth, but because Latino babies transgress the borders between
immigrants and citizens.”134 In this regard, Latino babies, grow up to be
Chicana/o Latina/o students. As these babies grow up and enter schools and
133
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later attend universities, I argue that their presence is a reminder of the “threats”
that are well established in the public imagination by anti-migration narratives
through overdetermined language. Such is the current socio political climate that
children of migrants (whether documented or not) are viewed as a threat to
“American institutions.” I argue that these threats are related to the longstanding
efforts to de-fund, and in some cases dismantle ethnic studies programs and
departments throughout the nation.135
The connections to migration and academic belonging are not always
clear. However, when one considers the way that overdetermined discourses
about brown migrants, their families and communities saturate mainstream
perceptions, one can quickly connect this marginalization and criminalization to a
disregard for brown students as well. When university polices fail to take
recruitment and retention of these students and families seriously and even
participate in violent narratives about these communities,136 it is indeed a
reinforcement of the way the university functions as a tool for upholding white
supremacist values. This connection will be further explored in chapter five in
which I discuss interviews in depth that I conducted with Chicana/o Latina/o
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graduate students about their experiences of academic belonging as the children
of migrants.
In the section below, I highlight a few passages that explain how the
Chicano/a Latina/o students, often the children of migrants, articulated this
experience of having their home and community seen as a separate from their
academic experiences.
When I asked my participants, Chicana/o Latina/o graduate students, if
they felt that there was an expectation from the university to separate home,
community and academic life, (RD) answered, “Yeah, for people of color. I feel
like these institutions are made for whiteness, I mean they are a reflection of
white power and this idealization or like, sustaining these white institutions. I think
it speaks to a culture that is not mine.” And then, (RD) went on to say
I feel that there are these aspirations toward whiteness that are
being engrained in us since day one. You know, success means
valuing whiteness. And in that same way, valuing of whiteness is
sometimes directly correlated with devaluing our own worth
because of these narratives that continue to this day about white
supremacy. And in that same way, being Mexican in these spaces
and speaking Spanish, you know, valuing my culture is a detriment
to my overall educational success and that has been constantly
engrained in us since day one. And I think in spite of those things, I
feel like we continue.
Another student (IDA), a first generation graduate student attending a public
university in the Midwest self identified as “Queer, Chicana, Tejana, Muxerista
and all at once” answered the above question by stating
Yes, and I think its connected to assimilation. It’s connected to
professionalism. And when you are going to college you are
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becoming somebody else. You are becoming a professional. And
its like you are different. Or that you’re…I don’t know its just, its
complicated. Like you are becoming a professional and so your
parents aren’t professionals. Or like they don’t see the labor that
they’re doing as…they don’t see the value in it. And they don’t see
it being like…is my professor ever gonna engage in conversation
with my parents? No. They don’t see that. And what’s funny is that
in high school that’s so important. You know for the parent teacher
conferences. And they know this connection will help the student. In
college that’s not the expectation. You are now above them. And
the only people who are better than you that you could learn from
are your professors. So its like, …there is definitely a divide in the
home.

Othering and the Presence of “Threat Narratives” in the Academy
When I asked interviewees how the university views their communities, all
of the participants responded that the University did not view “outsiders” to the
University community favorably. However, because Chicana/o Latina/o graduate
students rely on support from families and communities outside of the university,
it is important to account for this relationship. Another student, (JAX) who attends
a private university in the Southwest and self identified as “Mexican, Xicana,
Indigenous.” (JAX) has two siblings who both have Master’s degrees. She stated:
I feel like it’s a very closed campus being that they just put up
fences to protect the entire property of the school. And around a
certain time, like 8pm or 9pm all the walkways that are open they
start closing them with removable gates and then they have a
security sitting at a table and you can’t enter the property after 9
o’clock without a school ID. So as much as they believe that they
are a good neighbor to the community, I don’t see that at all.
(MAR) stated
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They don’t value them [outside community] at all. They only value
those people that are just like them, like PhDs, professors, anyone
worthy like them... like they aren’t even on their radar, you know?
It’s so outside of their reality. At first, I thought this was less
disrespectful, to not intentionally care about the community or
whatever, but its not less disrespectful. It’s fucked up. Especially in
departments where they claim to care about the community and
their “diverse” students, they should care about the students as a
whole and sometimes this means their families and communities
and culture, you know?
(IDA) also touched on the distance that was created between her family and
herself as soon as she entered the academy
When I lived with my mom…I remember I just needed someone to
talk to about it and so I would talk to her about it and I was kinda
using these words or saying them and I could just see from her, like
she wasn’t going to be able to help me any more. And so even
though not having my parents or my family be able to mentor me, or
tell me what I should do, you know, like oh you should do this, this
is how you take the GRE, you should look up the words you don’t
know on your computer during class, you should…I don’t know. I
was just kinda like, panicking. Trying to work through the panic.
Another first generation student (KAD) who self identified as a Queer Xicana
Feminista attending a public school in the Midwest touched on the contradictions
that exist between the universities commitment to serving and including the
community,
I think that people who are outside of the academy are
romanticized, at the very least they are like, ‘oh you know, people
who work—the real workers, are those that work the land, who are
the ‘farm workers’ for example, or people who take care of children,
people whose jobs do not require or its not necessary for you to
have academic training, at the very minimum they are romanticized
as like those are the ‘real heroes.’ But they are not humanized. And
at the very worst, they are always devalued and vilified because
they are not contributing to this intellectual community.
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When extended support networks of Chicana/o Latina/o graduate students
are othered and follow threat narratives about the value and belonging in the
nation, students must find ways to bring their voices into the privileged space of
the academy. I found that although Chicana/o Latina/o graduate students
understand and recognize that their families and communities are not given much
value to their academic success in the academy, they continue to fight for ways
to include them and honor their contributions.

Conclusion
This chapter sought to highlight how the construction of ideological
language functions to exclude Mexicans and Chicanas/os from belonging through
their distinct racialized and gendered relationship to U.S. nationalism. I discussed
how the language of “threat narratives”137 within issues of migration and
belonging determine who gets to be a citizen and who is excluded. Through an
analysis of specific population debates and fertility narratives informed by
racialized heteropatriarchal exclusions, this chapter laid the ground work to show
Mexicanas/os, regardless of status, are forced to contend with the racialization
and criminalization of being cast as perpetual non-citizens through everyday
overdetermined languages. While noting how overdetermined language is used
to frame issues like population and fertility this chapter has shown how migrants
of color and U.S. born people of color are controlled through processes of
137
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racialization. This results in displacement and dislocation from their connections
to home, specifically noting the ways migrant “illegality” is constructed. In
addition, it shows how U.S. nationalism and neoliberal concerns are implicated in
this construction and how this ultimately affects their belonging in U.S. academic
spaces. Racial formation in the nation is specifically relevant for migrants and
their families when considering how national and global structural processes are
embedded in socio-political and historical processes. Through the use of
“naturalizing” and legitimizing narratives that favor certain bodies as productive
members of the nation, Mexican migrants and U.S. born people of color are
deemed unworthy of rights and privileges reserved for those that contribute to the
maintenance of a U.S. national identity.
Ien Ang in her article, “I’m a Feminist But… ‘Other’ Women and
Postnational Feminism” notes the tensions between the “us” and “them” dialogue
that occur among feminists when communicating and “dealing with difference.”
Ang focused on the essentializing of one experience over another as she cites,
“…difference is ‘dealt with’ by absorbing it onto an already existing feminist
community without challenging the naturalized legitimacy and status of that
community as a community.”138 Considering the importance of questioning who
is interested in reinscribing a naturalized center is always an important and
difficult task for those on the periphery. For Mexican migrant populations and
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their extended families and communities these questions are crucial to
challenging notions of how language structures predetermined, homogenized
notions of belonging. Similar to bell hooks, these debates and public discourse
about immigration can be viewed as a space where neocolonial thinking139
promotes the ideology of conquering a territory, ownership, and the right to rule.
Through notions of exclusionary citizenship, the case of population growth in
2006 and initiatives such as Arizona’s SB1070 Georgia’s HB87 and many other
copy-cat initiatives across the nation, are used as a vehicle to construct racialized
ideologies that are then presented through the media to criminalize, racialize and
“other” Mexicana/o subjects. I contend that these constructions affect Chicana/o
Latina/o inclusion in other spaces, including academia, by contributing to
mainstream perceptions that continually refer to Chicanas/os Latinas/os as
outsiders and perpetrators of their own criminalization, marginalization and
underrepresentation in higher education.
In this way, the media contributes to centering specific subjectivities as
“natural” to the nation, in an effort to homogenize Latino mixed status citizenship
populations and affirm their collective threat and burden to the nation on the
basis that their distinct racialized and gendered subjectivities are unproductive to
U.S. nationalism. The presumed “unproductiveness” that is viewed as a threat
and public burden is in fact very productive to U.S. nationalism that is also
present in U.S. academic institutions. Thus, the construction of Mexicanas/os as
139
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a social problem helps to strengthen the racial and gender boundaries of the U.S.
nation-state and contributes to outlining who can belong, who is a “good citizen”
and by extension, what I argue, who is considered a “good student.”
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“…I remember vividly as a young reader scanning library shelves and listings, looking for
Latino-sounding names who might come close to describing and feeling my reality, who
might connect me with my own identity…I wanted to read about the everyday life of
other young Mexicans, Chicanas—others like me who live between, entre culturas,
languages y lenguas, friends, families, worlds.”
-Elba Rosario Sánchez140
“And I know this girl’s gonna go somewhere, if this country doesn’t stop her first. And
that somewhere may not be big publishing houses or book tours, but a life of writing
against amnesia. She will document a people through an open humility of heart and we
will not forget ourselves to one another.”
-Cherríe Moraga141

Chapter 4:
Embodied Chicana Feminism: The Ethics of “Doing Research” while
Finding a Seat at the Academic Feminist Table
In October of 2011, I was asked to present a talk at the Minnesota Summit
for Latinos in Higher Education. I was told that my talk should generally be about
“Chicana feminism.” When I started to think about what exactly I wanted to say
and how I wanted to frame my Chicana feminist experiences, expressions, and
understandings, it seemed that any story about me or my family, or communities
would do. Recounting my “journey” as a Chicana Feminist made every moment
of my life seem interconnected and relevant to the story, so much so that I
stumbled in articulating what I thought was the clear “center” of Chicana
feminism. As I reflected then (and now) about what Chicana feminism means to
me, I find that it is most often situated in the everyday moments of daily life.
Thus, in conversation with women of color feminisms, this chapter will use
140
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personal narrative, reflection and analysis to recount and track the everyday
moments of an experienced and enacted Chicana feminism.
I will situate my feminism in Chicana feminist “theorizing from the flesh,” to
begin to answer how I might negotiate what it means for me to “do research” in
my own community. I will offer an example of my experiences with enacting
Chicana feminism by discussing the questions that have arisen through my
participation in a Latina organizing and leadership space in South Minneapolis. At
the center of this chapter, are the underlying questions that continue to inform my
thoughts about what it means for me to be a “feminist researcher” as I plan my
future research designs and methodologies. Rather than offer a neat explanation,
I will rely on my Chicana feminism, testimonio, my role in the community, and my
responsibilities as a researcher. It is my intention to illuminate the process by
which women of color must negotiate their subject positions as they occupy
various spaces within and outside the academy.
As I began to ask questions about how my feminism informs the work that
I have done and will do, women of color feminists and their epistemologies have
been at the heart of this. The many women that have theorized about the
intersectionality of the way that bodies are impacted simultaneously by race,
class, genders, sexualities, power, nation and knowledge production have been
crucial to my negotiation of how best to articulate multiple subject positions and
their relationships to the personal/everyday in academic spaces and in research.
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As is discussed in chapter two, “‘I Don’t Talk Like That.” Rethinking the
Margins: Language Hierarchies and the Feminist Classroom,” I plan to center
women of color feminist epistemologies in this chapter. Among these are,
Moraga’s “theory of the flesh,” Gloria Anzaldúa’s “mestiza consciousness,” and
Cindy Cruz’s “epistemology of a brown body,” which will allow me to envision a
political and ethical move towards (academic) survival and the demand for
meaningful research. But I will also have to engage the work of cultural studies
scholars like Chon Noriega, Angie Chabram-Dernersesian, and Rosa Linda
Fregoso in order to think about the representation of Chicana/o bodies in popular
culture; and social science scholars like Renato Rosaldo, Arlene Dávila, and Leo
Chávez to understand the social and political definitions of citizenship. I cannot
rely solely on self-identified or recognized feminist scholars because they seldom
address the injustices that limit my brothers’ lives.
Throughout this chapter, I will engage in a type of “code-switching”
because that is a necessary representation of my Chicana feminist writing and
way of knowing. What I offer here are personal accounts of the way feminism
looks and feels for this Califas Chicana.142 In doing so, I follow the intellectual
path of Gloria Anzaldúa whose Borderlands/La Frontera was published in
1987.143 In the preface to the first edition, she states:
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The switching of ‘codes’ in this book from English to Castillian
Spanish to the North Mexican dialect to Tex-Mex to a sprinkling of
Nahuatl to a mixture of all of these, reflects my language, a new
language—the language of the Borderlands. There, at the juncture
of cultures, languages cross-pollinate and are revitalized; they die
and are born. Presently this infant language, this bastard language,
Chicano Spanish, is not approved by any society. But we Chicanos
no longer feel that we need to beg entrance, that we need always to
make the first overture—to translate to Anglos, Mexicans, Latinos,
apology blurting out of our mouths with every step. Today we ask to
be met halfway. This book is an invitation to you—from the new
mestizas.144

Anzaldúa prefaces her groundbreaking book with the assertion that language
matters and that hers is the language of the borderlands. The courage to center
Chicano Spanish despite its rejection by various societies, is what allows me to
envision the possibility of this chapter and this dissertation. My aim is to stand in
the company of Gloria Anzaldúa and the many Chicana feminists that have
unapologetically145 written in the personal, affective voice that honors various
thinkers and those who have yet to be published.
As a Chicana, it has been rare to find voices that feel familiar to me in the
bound books of the academy. Until I took my first Chicano Studies class at the
age of twenty, I had learned my history through the stories and cuentos of the
women in my family. As a graduate student of Feminist Studies, remembering
these stories is central to my academic survival. Although some books have

rejected as an acceptable dissertation project by her major advisor precisely because
she spoke from multiple subject positions in a variety of languages.
144
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been published in this tradition, I have found that they are still, as Anzaldúa
stated in the late eighties, “not approved.”146 Therefore, I must begin my journey
here to account for what it means to “do research” as a Chicana feminist.
One of my first memories at the University of Minnesota is wrapped up in
the unsolicited warnings of a graduate school colleague about “Mexican men.”
As we rode to an overnight retreat for new students arranged by the University,
he openly warned the entire car full of passengers, that Mexican men were
“overly sexual” and “aggressive machos” who had victimized his white western
tourist girlfriend. My negative response was immediate. He was shocked and
confused. Having met briefly the night before the retreat, the only thing we knew
about each other was our major field and departments. He looked puzzled as he
asked me, “What do you mean, Reina. Why are you getting so mad? I thought
you were a feminist?” This moment exemplifies the complexity of my relationship
to mainstream understandings of feminism and my frequent (dis)engagement
with it. How can I protest this kind of racism and maintain my feminist identity
when such narrow understandings of feminism so often define the term? Further,
I must be clear that I do not believe this is what feminism is or what it claims to
be.
Elba Rosario Sánchez speaks of this complexity of identities and the
vulnerability of certain bodies in a poem “For the Middle-Aged Man Who Sat at a
146
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Table in a Regular Restaurant, in a Regular City, USA.” Before sharing the poem,
Sánchez states, “To this racist and discriminatory system is added another
disturbing trend: la criminalización de nuestra juventud.”147 When I think of my
Chicana feminism, it cannot be separated from all of the systems that effect not
only me and other women of color, but also men of color to whom I am intimately
connected. Patricia Hill Collins defines a matrix of domination as the “overall
organization of hierarchical power relations for any society. Any specific matrix of
domination has (1) a particular arrangement of intersecting systems of
oppression, e.g., race, social class, gender, sexuality, citizenship status, ethnicity
and age; and (2) a particular organization of its domains of power, e.g., structural,
disciplinary, hegemonic, and interpersonal.”148 Considering a relational
understanding of oppression and domination is necessary if we intend to broaden
the definitions of feminism.
When the warnings of “Mexican men” began in the car, I felt much like
the concluding lines from Sánchez’s poem, “…I see your knuckles burst white/as
you grip the table/and you don’t even/ know him/my son.”149 It has not been the
first time that people have assumed that they can throw my Chicano and
Mexicano compañeros under the bus with the guise that my feminism allows this.
How could I explain that it is my cousin, Benjamin, the recent victim of gun
violence, who contributes to my understanding of power and my identity as a
147
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Chicana feminist? How could I explain that the way his masculine, mixed race
body is read by society has direct implications for my Chicana feminism? My
commitment to Chicana feminism allows me to engage these complexities, but
this gets tricky to explain when normative narratives of feminism have already
been written through the othering of men of color and masculine identified brown
folks. Imagined as hyper-sexual and aggressive, such racialization has
historically helped to destabalize the meaning of the sexist and imperialistic
behaviors of white men.
My youngest brother was thirteen years old when he had his first
encounter with the law. As a U.S. born Chicano, he has many privileges. Yet, my
brother also lives in a society that constructs a particular “threat narrative”150
around brown bodies generally and young male bodies specifically. Just like my
other little brother, who is now twenty-five years old, the criminalization of their
racialized and gendered subjectivities cast them as outsiders of a system to
which they should—for all intents and purposes—belong. It brings his legal
citizenship into question and criminalizes his culture. In both cases, his being
deserving of civil treatment is challenged simply because of the color of his skin.
On March 30, 2012, for instance, my then thirteen-year-old brother was
taken out of his second period class and interrogated by the local police
department for five hours in regard to an alleged “tag” that my brother had drawn
150
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on a wall six months prior. After being threatened/interrogated by a police officer
for 5 hours with phrases like “your little ass could be taken to jail,” and demeaned
with comments like “so what, you think you’re a little tagger? You think you have
a crew?” my otherwise shy and introverted brother admitted to writing “oink” on
the wall inside the gym. My mother and little brother were verbally disrespected
throughout the ordeal and spoken to as if they were not worthy of respect. My
brother was suspended for a week and cited with a misdemeanor for vandalism
for which he was scheduled to appear before a judge.
It is important to note that my family lives in a mostly Latino, working class
community. The schools serve a primarily Latino student body where 82% of the
population speaks a language other than English in the home.151 As much as I try
to rationalize with my parents, brothers and sister about this incident, the
psychological violence to the whole family is done. We will have to actively
counteract the actions of that day and convince my thirteen-year-old brother, that
he is a good kid with lots of potential. We will have to find a way to believe that
we are valued members of the society who are entitled to the same fair treatment
by law enforcement no matter where we live or the color of our skin. How will my
feminist research help to convince him that he is a respected citizen in the
country in which he was born when this has not been either of our experiences?
151
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How can I enact a feminism that helps him imagine himself within the larger
American citizen body when I have never been able to locate myself?
Being two thousand miles away from my family is not enough to separate
me from the injustices with which my family is dealing. As I write and think about
feminism, social justice activism, power and pedagogy, I also think of all the
reasons why my thirteen-year-old brother was hailed and harassed by a system
that only understands his brown, masculine body as a threat. This incident simply
confirmed what I already knew but feared the most about the role of race,
gender, sexuality and class. Incidents like these consistently inform and shape
my feminism. I wonder how much it matters that I am able to read from the heart
as I engage with theories that erroneously label our culture as deficient while
identifying the existence of the school to prison pipeline.152 How much does
experiential knowledge matter when my limited access to power cannot erase the
trauma that this racist system continues to enact on my brothers?
Having to deal with situations in which a colleague, under the guise of his
erroneous understanding of my feminism, attempted to trash a significant part of
my community, I have developed what Anzaldúa referred to as la facultad. It is
an “instant ‘sensing,’ a quick perception arrived at without conscious
152
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reasoning,”153 but gained instead through repeated experiences. In many ways,
la facultad becomes a sixth sense. Through this intuitive response, it is possible
to increase the awareness of the various ways that we may potentially be
attacked. Anzaldúa states, “When we are up against the wall, when we have all
sorts of oppressions coming at us, we are forced to develop this faculty so that
we’ll know when the next person is going to slap us or lock us away.”154
One purpose of this chapter is to expand academic feminism by making
more visible women of color feminisms, generally and Chicana feminism
specifically. Understanding of these ways of knowing as central to the feminist
project is imperative. These epistemologies allow women of color, to center our
socially marked bodies as they are impacted simultaneously by race, class,
genders, sexualities, power, nation and knowledge production. This centering is
necessary in order to navigate institutional and systemic constraints and make it
possible to envision and enact social, political, and academic survival.
In addition to being a Chicana feminist, tambien soy la hija de mis padres,
I am the older sister of three siblings, I am a granddaughter, prima, and mama to
a brown baby son. When I enact my feminism, I speak from all of these places
(and many more social locations and subject positions) and my voice cannot be
fragmented or compartmentalized. I feel fortunate that my maestras and mentors
have been many. While a distinct majority of them have not officially graduated
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from formal academic institutions, they occupy multiple and overlapping spaces
within the community and thus understand what certain experiences mean from
similarly complex subject positions. Therefore, when I sit in my Ph.D. classes,
learning about theory and methods, ontologies and epistemologies, I cannot deny
or ignore the many highly relevant connections to home.
Often it seems that I (re)member that I have learned these things before.
My dad taught me about “forced migration.” My tia taught me about the effects of
the global economy. I remind myself: my mamí made sure I acknowledged and
remembered her ways of knowing, only she didn’t refer to it as “knowledge
production.” Gloria Anzaldúa states,
The new mestizas have a connection with particular places,
connection to particular races, a connection to new notions of
ethnicity, to a new tribalism that is devoid of any kind of romantic
illusions. The new mestiza is a liminal subject who lives in the
borderlands between cultures, races, languages and genders. …As
mestizas, we are negotiating these worlds every day,
understanding that multiculturalism is a way of seeing and
interpreting the world, a methodology of resistance155
As a Chicana feminist born and raised on the West Coast, situated in a
predominantly white institution in the Upper Midwest, within a predominantly
white discipline,156 I find that I am constantly asking questions of how my
experiences and knowledges “fit” into the larger realm of the academic world. I
have had to confront numerous situations in which I am forced to define what
155
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makes me, Reina Rodríguez, a woman of multiple subjectivites and oppositional
identities.157 After my initial welcome to the University of Minnesota in that car
ride/retreat, I was apprehensive about what to share with my fellow GWSS peers.
How could I explain what it meant to be a Chicana feminist when no cognitive
model of either Chicana or Chicana feminism existed for most of them?
Writing about the process of “writing against amnesia,”158 Cherríe Moraga
explains in “Indigena as Scribe: The W(rite) to Remember” that often the
knowledges that we need to survive are ones that we already have and that we
just need to “re-member.” Often times during lectures/class discussions, I think to
myself: “If my mom were here with me, what would she say?” My sister and I
were both named after our mom, Corina.159 Thus, my sister and I have the same
middle name. When we are together, we often joke and say, “don’t make me go
‘Corina’ on you! Don’t forget, I’m a Corina!” This is our own way of paying tribute
to my mom’s peleoñera personality and an extention of enacting la facultad.
Although as a child, it seemed like my mom was fighting the world, now I can
read this through Moraga’s words as the conscious act of refusing to forget and
refusing to accept the various narratives (lies) that are thrown at us, about us.
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Moraga says she tells her students the following, “You are developing
strong armor against lies from the economic class of this country that believes
only they think and if you want to think you must become one of them, and you
are not one of them.”160 When I read this, I think to myself: is this what my mom
tried to teach us when she stood up to people who were “not treating (her/us)
with respect”? Looking back, I can see how she was asserting and situating her
way of knowing. I remember. I will always remember. And just in case I forget, I
can’t because it’s in my name—I am also a Corina, a peleoñera, an inheritor of
oppositional thinking.
What is the purpose of Chicana feminism? I would say daily survival,
which includes critical interventions and deconstructing normative narratives that
enter the daily conversations and interactions within our various communities,
families and social locations. As a person of color in academia, I am drawn to
and invested in the (assumed) divide between theory and praxis. Gloria Anzaldúa
states,
It is not enough to theorize and intellectualize—theory needs to
connect to action and activism. When theorizing, we need to ask of
ourselves and other’s: what does this theory have to do with
working class people, women of color, single women with children?
What is the ideological and political function of this particular
theory? How is this theory being used as an ideological weapon?161
Here, I read Anzaldúa as pointing to the material realities of particular bodies.
Enunciating the power and potential violence of abstract theories, Anzaldúa’s
160
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questions allow us to think of the direct impact of an alternative theorizing that
directly connects with communities. In asking these core questions of herself and
of others, Anzaldúa asserts that indeed a relationship exists between community
and scholarship and in our daily lives. These strategies can be read as a move to
survive academia while maintaining the connections with the realities
experienced in communities.
For me, Chicana feminist thought has helped me to develop the courage
to want to survive graduate school when everything that I knew and loved as
“home” was disrupted. It was Chicano Studies that allowed me to imagine that
my personal and academic lives were not and didn’t have to stay separate from
one another. In fact, reading the countless Chicana feminist thinkers who refused
to “separate” the two is what allowed me to imagine that there was a space for
me in academia. The interconnectedness of my Chicana feminism is a
commitment to my various communities, and these interactions happen on a
daily basis. It doesn’t only happen when I write a seminar paper, or read a
theoretical book. Moraga shares, “our journey of return is not romantic; it is
ordinary. It is the dusty road of our own pitiful colonized preoccupations, which I
have come to call the ‘mundane.’ The marvelous mundane of our lives, where
the barest truths are revealed.”162 As I read these sentences over and over again,
I am left with an immense sense of hope. If our journey to remember is ordinary
and our barest truths are revealed in the mundane, I am filled with happiness and
162
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hope that every moment of our lives is a significant movement towards our
collective survival. Thus, I believe everyday moments can be revolutionary.

Doing Research? What does it mean to enter Latina organizing spaces?
Although feminism theoretically values praxis, ethical questions often arise
for researchers who choose to work in their own communities. In addition to the
discursive negotiations that occur in academic spaces, these ethical questions
are also a part of my everyday engagement with groups outside the academy.
During the Spring 2011 semester, I took a class on ethnographic research
methods and I attended weekly non-academic meetings with the Latinas
Movidas.163 I thought a lot about Dolores Delgado-Bernal’s concepts,
“pedagogies of the home,” as I considered how the women of Latinas Movidas
employed their own deliberate act of speaking and expressing their voice. They
expressed distinct racial, classed, sexual and gendered subjectivities that
centered everyday material realities and embraced their intersectional bodies
while fighting against urges to compartmentalize any of those realities in process.
In my writing and processing around my time with the Latinas Movidas, I
attempted to speak to one of the many ways that people of color (in this case,
Mexicanas/Chicanas in a community organizing setting) navigate institutional and
systemic constraints and how they create and express their epistemologies,
asserting their knowledges through “strategies of resistance.”
163
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Kamala Visweswaran engages in an exploratory yet necessary
questioning of the canonization of what she refers to as ‘classic ethnographies’
most often written by men.164 Through vignettes, autobiography, “confessionals”
and a variety of other “disruptions” of ethnographic projects, Visweswaran aims
to challenge the canon by writing in the various forms of “experiential
ethnography” that are central to the epistemologies of people of color.
Understanding complex relationships between surviving the academy and
feminist discourse can be understood by examining ethical questions of “doing
research” and entering community spaces.
During my time spent with las Latinas Movidas I realized that the writing of
my field notes offered interesting insight into my role as a scholar in that space.
Although I had been in that space before, as a community member and also as a
volunteer speaker, I was nervous to enter it again with an “agenda.” I learned
about the Latinas Movidas workshops during my first year of graduate school, in
the Fall of 2009, through the capitana of the danza group of which I am a part.
She mentioned that she had helped with workshops in the past and felt I might
enjoy working with the group. I took her up on her suggestion and I met with the
coordinator. I was soon scheduled to facilitate a workshop on gender.165
I treated this as an opportunity to engage with the group completely
outside of my responsibilities as a graduate student. Being relatively new to
164
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Minneapolis and feeling like I had lost my connection to “community,” I really
valued my time with las mujeres. However, due to classes, workload, and other
commitments I found it difficult to make consistent time for the Latinas Movidas
group. It was not until I had to fulfill an academic assignment that I was able to
specifically designate time to attend weekly sessions. I initially felt uneasy about
“using” the space but I also saw it as an opportunity to nurture the relationships
that I had already begun establishing.
The official bright pink flyer for Latinas Movidas states (in Spanish):
“Would you like to be a part of a group of Creative Latina Women? You will learn
many things to help with your development! Do you want to learn more about:
Women’s rights? Health? Culture? Education? Art? And many other activities that
will help you create economic independence? Come meet us on Fridays (time)
Day care is available.”
Today166 is my first time attending a meeting for Latinas Movidas—Marta
coordinates this group and she is also the lead staff for all Latina groups at
the Why.167 When I walk in there is a tall man wearing a black beret with a
prominent white button attached to the front of this hat. The button says
“DISCRIMINATION” with a big red cross through it to indicate NO
DISCRIMINATION. This is Marta’s husband.168 I recognize him from a
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previous community event I attended in which he was dressed up as a
clown. Marta introduces me to her husband and explains that he leads the
workshops on piñata making. She explains that he also makes jewelry and
she points to one of the many turquoise and jade necklaces she wears
around her neck. As I enter the room, which looks like a vacant Sunday
school classroom, (not quite a classroom, but definitely an educational
space with white boards, markers, poster boards and bookshelves) I
notice that the tables are in a circular set up and I find myself becoming
nervous. There are about 8 women not including Marta, her husband and
myself. When I walk into the space, I immediately feel at ease as the
women sitting greet me with smiles. Many of the women are holding
infants and there are toddlers running around, which feels familiar.

Marta introduced me to the group by stating that I had given a workshop at
the Why previously and told the others “Ella es una Latina y estudia en la
universidad sobre las mujeres Latinas en Minneapolis.” (She is a Latina
student doing research on Latinas in Minneapolis.) She also asserted, “No
tengan miedo, eh? Ella es Latina, como nosotras!” (Don’t be shy, ok? She
is a Latina, just like all of us!). I make a quick note of this on my scrap
paper, because I wouldn’t have necessarily introduced myself in this way.
I never actually discussed with Marta what I was studying at the
University. After the women went around and introduced themselves to
me, I decided that to be fair, I would tell them where my family was from

to the construction of the space, he played a minimal role in what I looked for in terms of
the relationships among the women. Although I was initially struck that there was a
“husband” present during the Latina meetings, I soon realized he was the one who
instructed them on the specifics of piñata making and I chose to focus on the women. I
don’t want to minimize the affect his presence had on the space, but I did not center his
role.
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and how long I had been in Minneapolis, because this was a common
theme in all of their introductions.

Being conscious of our relative relations to power has troubled many
ethnographers. Kamala Visweswaran speaks of the failures that occur in the
field. Yet, Visweswaran finds that there is something productive in these failures.
She begins by reflecting on moments in which her plans were “disrupted” while in
the field. She writes, "For our failures are as much a part of the process of
knowledge constitution as are our oft-heralded 'successes.' Failure is not just a
sign of epistemological crisis (for it is indeed also that), but also, I would argue,
an epistemological construct."169 Visweswaran goes on to critique the feminist
ethnographer as "trickster" because as she states this "trickster" relies on "giving
voice" and the knowledge that we can never fully know. She urges instead for a
"suspension that we can never wholly understand and identify with other women
(displacing again the colonial model of 'speaking for,' and the dialogical hope of
'speaking with')" that allows for possibilities in failure."170 I thought of this “giving
voice” phenomenon often as I sat and typed out my field notes. I also thought
about the moments of failure that I acknowledged and those moments that I
overlooked as “failures.”
On this day during lunchtime some of the women begin preparing
the food they brought to share. I see an array of “condiments” (cabbage,
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onion, lime, radishes, salsa, tostadas) that usually accompany one of my
favorite dishes: pozole. I realize its probably too good to be true and I talk
my self out of it, especially because it is Friday and I know many of the
women do not eat meat on Fridays because it is the Lenten season. Then
Mr. Marta shares that he made a very special pozole de camarón (shrimp)
for the beginning of la cuaresma (lent). I feel extra terrible that I didn’t
contribute, because now for sure, I couldn’t allow myself to have any of
their food! As the women are preparing their contributions to the potluck, I
continue to help Dignidad. After a while, only she and I remain at the
circular tables working on her piñata, everyone else is with the food. We
are almost done, and I ask if they need any help. They all answer “no” and
continue to work. I notice that Marta and the others are preparing a plate
and they come and place it right in front of me. “Sientese a comer!
Andele!” (Have a seat and eat! Hurry!) I feel terrible for a number of
reasons. I did not contribute to their potluck, and also because they felt
inclined to serve me first. Although I often feel at “home” in this group, I
am also often reminded that things are different. I am different.
This has happened to me when I return home to California. My
parents, siblings, family and friends treat me differently. I know it comes
from a place of love, but they show me a type of “respect” that they didn’t
before I left for grad school. At first I figured they just missed me and so
they gave me extra attention. But it’s something deeper. As much as I try
to fight it, grad school changed my family, my home and me. As I sat there
as first person with a perfect plate of shrimp pozole in front of me, my
positionality became undeniable. It is different to share a space with
community when you are a student at a University. I am among
community, but its different.
The second person to be served was a young white student who
volunteers from the U. They called him in from the front desk. Although he
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tried to politely decline their food, they served him just like they did me. He
picked at his food as he explained his “food restrictions.” They joked with
me about him in Spanish, as he tried to explain in English why he couldn’t
eat. As we all ate, they shared their recipes with me and asked if the chile
was too spicy. I told them it was delicious and they also shared with me
how to prepare it. This was a bittersweet day.

This is an example of the survival demands involved in constantly having
to negotiate multiple subject positions as I struggle with ethical questions that
inform my feminism—questions that in all likelihood would not arise if my identity
were not constantly shifting. I wonder how my mere presence in the Latinas
Movidas group could be read as a failure. Or how Marta’s introduction could be
read as failure. Or how my failure to address her introduction of me as “just like
them” affected the group. I especially thought about every ordinary moment as
significant. In those ordinary moments, I felt that stories like the one about my
cousin Ben were present, even as there was no need for them to be spoken. Yet
it also challenged my notions of ethical research.
Kathleen Stewart in her book Ordinary Affects describes the way in which
ordinary affects are in constant “circulation,” changing and moving our lives. She
writes, “They are a kind of contact zone where the overdeterminations of
circulations, events, conditions, technologies, and flows of power literally take
place.”171 As I sat and helped the Latinas Movidas create their piñatas, I couldn’t
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help but think how my being there changed the space completely. What was at
stake? Was I taking more than I was giving? How could I know?
In examining the complexities of “privilege and loss” for students of color,
Visweswaran’s comments on the work of one of her students, Lara Angel,
touched me profoundly. Lara’s narrative speaks of the ways that “going home” is
complicated by not quite fitting in either place-the old neighborhood or the
academy.172 If I had to identify a moment of failure, it was when I similarly
realized I should not be in the Latinas Movidas landspace and yet I remained. I
did not feel this often, but I also question why I did not feel this often. This was
not my space. Although I share various aspects of life and identity with these
women, I am not one of them. This was clear at various times when they showed
me (unearned) amounts of respect just like my family sometimes does. I could
not stop thinking about why they served me the plate of pozole first.
Often, in a community setting, men get served first, then the children and
women last. Even as I attempted to write about this, my “framing” of what
happens in the Latinas Movidas meetings and the “strategies of resistance” that I
“read” in their group, makes me question how it may have worked before I got
there. I don’t deny that they employ pedagogies of the home, as Bernal states a,
“negotiating, struggling or embracing of their bilingualism, biculturalism,
commitment to communities, and spiritualities." I do however, question how I can
account for the possible disruption I contributed to that space. Although
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education is specifically looked at in high regard in Mexico and teachers are
respected in a different way than they are in the United States, I still think this is
important to note here. Nothing that I’ve read in feminist texts has prepared me
to answer such “theoretical” questions.
However, these women taught me how they navigate institutional and
systemic constraints through their involvement in community groups like Latinas
Movidas. My time spent with las Latinas Movidas assisted in my reading of their
negotiations of power, visibility and community organizing skills. These women
allowed me into their space in which they shared numerous personal (and nonpersonal) stories of their lives in Minneapolis. The majority of these women are
migrants and their naming and telling of stories assisted in my understanding of
how women of color theorize from the body as Moraga and Cruz suggest. My
current thinking is that sharing personal narratives, recipes, remedios, advice and
space facilitates an engagement of epistemologies centering the brown body as
a site of theory. Thus this provides the perfect space for more fully understanding
and developing my own sense of that it means to be a Chicana feminist and
ethical researcher.

Respecting the Personal and the Academic selves
Being able to include all aspects of self was very important to the graduate
students I interviewed. Dolores Delgado Bernal reminds us, “…the teaching and
learning of the home allows Chicanas to draw upon their own cultures and sense
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of self to resist domination along the axes of race, class, gender and sexual
orientation.”173 The ability and/or choice to “resist domination” is present when we
are allowed to engage in writing and research that honors pedagogies of the
home. But it is also present when women meet in socially active, communal
groups to make piñatas. That is what Barbara Smith’s theory of kitchen table
activism was all about—collective survival.174 However, how can we engage in
research and writing that acknowledges the teaching and learning of the home if
our family, community and cultural influences are not recognized due to their a
lack of institutional educational successes/access? I asked students if they felt
that there was an expectation from the university to separate home, community
and academic life. One student (MAR) shared
Well, the idea that to be a grad student or an academic that you
have to have this level of professionalism that is like, unmarked or
something. So anything that reminds people of your humanity, like
of your realness…feelings, family, struggles, etc. they just want you
to be the nice, packaged professional student of color that doesn’t
disrupt the status quo. Doesn’t remind them of their complicity in
racism and classism…the university just reinforces the system.
That’s bullshit. So they want us to separate anything that makes us
human…what they don’t realize is that what makes us human is
what is keeping us afloat in this fucked up academy.
(JON) also added that not being able to include the stories, voices and
knowledge from extended support systems is a way to remove us from the
unprofessional environments of home and re-program us to be scholars.
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I think that part of it is removing us from where we come from in
order to make us into scholars, you know? There is this idea that
we are coming here and they are gonna teach us how to be
scholars and everything that we knew prior to coming here was not
very valuable, or not where it needed to be, so I feel like implicit in
that is also that the knowledge we carry from our homes is not
valuable and that we need to disconnect from that in order to be
able to do the work that we do. Or that if we are gonna enter those
spaces, we should enter again specifically enter as researchers
and not as members of those communities.
Many other interviewees mentioned the pressure to separate these two lives; the
personal and academic. One student (REZ) made a very interesting point about
how this expectation persists in part because of an assumed “objectivity” that
scholars must embody in order to be “proper” researchers. He states “I think that
since most white students could do that [separate] or since their personal lives for
many white students do not play into their research, I think that they assume it’s
like that for everyone. But it’s not.”

Conclusion
In a chapter titled, “Out of Our Revolutionary Minds Toward a Pedagogy of
Revolt,” Cherríe Moraga wonders about the effects of violences perpetrated
against students of color in the University setting. She asserts, “I've seen
students, whose retention in the university is the hardest to secure, because they
cannot integrate into their academic discourse the greatest source of their
knowledge: life experience."175 As an ethical move toward collective survival in
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the academy, I have chosen to engage this source of knowledge. In conversation
with women of color feminists, I have written this chapter through personal
narrative, critical reflection, and an analysis of the way that everyday moments
are experienced, enacted and negotiated within Chicana feminism.
First, I situated (my understanding of) feminism as a Chicana theorizing
from the flesh, to frame the initial negotiation of what “doing research” entails. I
also discussed how my experiences and ideas came together while participating
in a Latina organizing and leadership space in South Minneapolis. At the center
of this chapter, are the underlying questions surrounding what it means for me to
be a “feminist researcher” planning future research designs and developing a
methodology. I have embraced the “messiness” inherent in this non-traditional
essay, because it best articulates what my Chicana feminism looks and feels like.
Similar to the urgency for recognition evident in the quotes that open this chapter
I hope that this work will speak to those who are “looking for Latino-sounding
names who might come close to describing and feeling my reality, who might
connect me with my own identity…I wanted to read about the everyday life of
other young Mexicans, Chicanas—others like me.”176 Likewise, Cherríe Moraga
insists, that this writing may not be worthy of big publishing houses or book tours,
but she asserts, “She will document a people through an open humility of heart
and we will not forget ourselves to one another.”177 It is my ultimate hope that
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this chapter has contributed to the understanding of the need to continue to
“diversify the experiential basis for understanding feminism,” specifically for
women of color.
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“…When you succeed, I feel like I succeed too. And I know everyone else feels the
same way. When I was giving my speech in class I was so proud. I wanted everyone to
hear me. I wanted them all to know you; if not physically then through my words. You
make me so proud that I wanted to share you with everyone.”178

Chapter 5:
Extended Family Community Support Systems in the Academy:
Underground Calmecac Resistance

When I began my doctoral program, there was no model for me to follow
for how I should feel or how I should “fit.” I often wondered if I was doing things
the right way and I desperately wanted to know if feeling like I did not belong was
normal. As I started my doctoral program I experienced feelings of extreme
emotional distress that I believe stemmed from having to cut ties with my home,
family and community. I went from needing to know that it was okay to feel so
out of place, to feeling like I should not let anyone into my feelings of
displacement and inadequacy. I longed to just know that what I felt was real and
that maybe someone somewhere felt what I did too.
I decided that I wanted to focus on Chicana/o Latina/o graduate student
experiences when I realized that graduate school is an isolating experience. I
often wondered if other first generation working class students experienced
graduate school in similar ways that I did. In talking to peers, I realized that it
didn’t seem to matter if students were enrolled in programs in the Southwest,
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East Coast or Midwest. It seemed that University structures affected graduate
students of color in similar ways regardless of location. We seemed to be
outnumbered by mainstream white students on the West Coast and Midwest. I
began to wonder if they relied on their extended support systems as much as I
did to feel a sense of belonging and survival in often, violent spaces. I wondered
how they articulated their success in such programs, how they understood and
enacted their “marginality,” and how they negotiated the need to feel connected
to communities of support outside the university.
The opening quote is from a letter that my younger sister, Letty, wrote to
me during my first year away from home. It was 2009 and the first time in my life
that I left my childhood home. I left California to pursue a graduate school dream
that I was not even sure I could achieve. My sister’s handwritten words,
sustained me during that difficult first year. I read her words over and over again.
I read that letter so many times that I had to put it in a sheet protector because it
had become ritual to read and re-read her familiar tone in my strange new
surroundings. This was especially true on days when I sat in silence in my grad
seminars for the entire class period because I felt afraid and intimidated to take
up space and “sound smart” like my peers.
I often doubted my decision to pursue doctoral study because I felt like an
imposter. But, her letter was my source of support and it moved me to continue. I
would come home and think, “as long as someone from home—my sister—is
proud of me and believes in me, I don’t care if everyone else thinks I’m not
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smart.” Although I often felt alone, reading that my decision to attend graduate
school away from my family and community, “made us proud” reminded me of
the collective nature of my experiences and success. It meant that even though
physical, social and academic distances exist between Chicana/o graduate
students and their support systems, they are intrinsically connected to their
communities.
This chapter centers the experiences of Chicana/o Latina/o graduate
students and highlights how their role in elite university spaces is affected by the
criminalization and marginalization that their migrant parents, families and
communities experience. This chapter provides a sense for what motivates them
to continue in their programs by asking about the role their extended support
systems and networks play in their academic “success179” as well as how these
extended support systems and networks are recognized by the larger university
community.
I introduce the term “Underground Calmecac Resistance” in this chapter to
describe a strategy of survival initiated by Chicana/o graduate students. A
calmecac is an Aztec house of learning that had community-learning
components. This concept then refers to the reliance on family, community and
cultural spaces as an integral component for collective survival in the academy. It
is “underground” because it entails bringing voices and experiences from the
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personal aspects of self into the structured and institutional spaces of the
academy. Often times it is not a visible relationship, but it plays an invaluable role
in graduate student success and survival nonetheless.
This chapter continues to center the voices and narratives of Chicana/o
Latina/o graduate students to provide a sample of how they understand their role
in the academy and their resistance in enacting an underground calmecac. One
important part of understanding Chicana/o graduate students role in the academy
is their understanding of success.
Success was defined in a variety of ways. Many of my participants spoke
about collective notions of success throughout their graduate student
experiences. (KAD) described it as, “When you set goals and achieve those
goals, that is success. When the people you admire and respect approve of your
work; that is success.” (RD) described it as “being happy with my life decisions.”
(JON) also invoked a collective sense of community success by describing
success as “Being able to provide for my family, to being some stability and to
open doors for my siblings and extended family. Having a job in which I can
transform the education system.” (IDA) “Being able to earn a livable wage and
being able to have self care and balance in your life. (REZ) “Accomplishing ones
goals.” (ALI) a “Chicana, Mexican-American, 3rd 4th generation American, liberal”
defined success collectively when stating success was, “Happiness. If I am at a
place in my life where I live comfortably, and my loved ones are also comfortable,
I am successful.” (JOS) a Latina Mexican-American, 1st generation college
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student shared, “I won’t feel successful until I can say I am a 24 year old first
generation graduate student with a Bachelors and Masters.” (MAR) describes
success as “Knowing that your family and loved ones are proud of your decisions
and accomplishments. And also being able to share in those accomplishments
together.” (GAN) a “Chicano, Mexican democrat” graduate student attending a
public university in Northern California and who has two siblings with Master’s
degrees describes success as “Persistence and lifelong learning resulting in
being empowered with college capital to provide community service, and having
the opportunity to pay it forward and prepare the next generations for their
academic futures.”
The students highlighted here have unique understandings of success and
I feel that it is worth noting that narratives of success often put forth by
universities focus on narrow, individual, neoliberal understandings of success.
The students I spoke to often invoked their community, their family and others in
their understanding of what success meant. Working definitions of success need
to include the way some Chicana/o graduate students see themselves in relation
to their Underground Calmecac support systems as a way to offer better ways to
ensure their respective visions of success. The next section will discuss this
further.
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Voicing Graduate Success and Connections to Extended Support Systems
Many of the participants became emotional during the interviews and
some even cried when I asked about how their family, community and culture are
connected to their success as graduate students. I include many of their
responses here which I read as representative of their “theory in the flesh:” a
telling of ones story in ones own words/voice as a means for survival. What I
mean by this for my research is that I read their voice as expressing distinct
racial, classed, sexual and gendered subjectivities that center everyday realities
of living and embracing their intersectional body while fighting against demands
to compartmentalize any of those realities in process. I include interviews at
length to represent the raw, often emotional responses that Chicana/o Latina/o
graduate students have regarding their experiences in academic institutions.
A major factor affecting Chicana/o Latina/o graduate students is the
invisibility and/or blatant disregard for the connections we hold with our cultural
support spaces, family, chosen family, and community. The large majority of
graduate students that I interviewed defined success as relational to their support
systems. The connection of family, community, and cultural success was very
important especially for students that are underrepresented on major university
campuses.
When asked how family, community and cultural success is connected, a
(MAR) said:
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Well, they are all connected because they all matter to how I am
moving forward in my program. I can’t even begin to think about
how one would work without the other, you know? My family and
community and culture are like what moves me. Especially in a
place where it’s so isolating, it’s like a constant reminder that I am a
part of something bigger and no one can take it away.
Similar sentiments were echoed by participants in which they described their
personal connections to home by invoking stories of familial and cultural survival.
(JAX) stated “I guess for me it’s just like, (crying) I guess like the struggle, the
journey that my grandparents went through. It’s like, my source of strength
and…I guess I get all of my strength from that.” This student went on to share
I think that for me going to school is a way to validate myself and
my family because then you are given the opportunity or you are
expected to start creating knowledge and if I ever do that, that
would be the time when my—our stories get told. Because I think
that the way to fix the fact that we are not in the classrooms or in
the theories or in whatever, it’s because the people who have had
access or the abilities to create those other texts, you know, they
weren’t concerned about us…and not that they needed to be. But
yeah, grad school, masters or PhD level, you’re able to start
creating that knowledge…and I think its almost like that’s what grad
school is for, to allow you to create that knowledge that’s missing or
not heard...
Another student (EMI), self identified as a Xicana Feminist attending a private
University in the Southwest echoed sentiments of not being able to separate
these aspects of their identity,
I feel that I can’t really separate any of that from my actual person.
Like I feel like I can’t just be a cultural person, or you know, or only
a student…I can’t separate any of it because it’s what I am. …yeah,
its very connected because having been so connected as a family
since a kid, I couldn’t ever go anywhere without my sister. It was
like, no. If you’re gonna go, you have to go with your sister, so the
idea of family it was ingrained, it was always there.
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Another student, a Chicano attending graduate school in the Midwest (RD)
explained
To me success is more of a personal internal process…I don’t feel
like the notions of success that were given to us in this country
really relate to me in that way. I feel that success in the US platform
or context is related to economics and career, like what career you
have and how much money you make. And to me that’s not really a
part of it, so success is very tied to my cultural family life I think
because I feel that that’s where my values lie within, trying to strive
and trying to better myself and trying to do those things. Again I
think its more of a personal internal definition than I think what we
have been use to.
I then asked him if he thought the university respected or understood this
definition. He stated
No, not even a little bit. I think in spite of the university I have been
able to create my own definitions. I feel that all my life in US school
systems I have been told that to be successful I have to be this,
that and the other. Which again I think is related to this aspiration
toward whiteness and I think that from an early age I feel that I have
been able to disengage from that primarily because I have been
told all my life, at one point or another through my education they’ve
always told me that this was gonna be something that was
unattainable to me. So, I feel like they don’t respect other notions of
success, besides their own.
He went on to explain that there was a need to disconnect from family and
community in order to be successful. He explains
I feel that was a disconnect that you know I was advised after I
finished my masters program, that pressure to go away in order to
come back and become this academic. I feel like they did kinda sell
me this notion of success at that point that I bought into and to be
honest it made me miserable. And having to navigate those spaces
in higher education away from family, away from friends was a big
blow to me.
I think I survived by creating community, creating friendships
outside of academia, it felt like having that at least sentiment or
illusion of having family here was very important for me to continue
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otherwise I don’t think I would have survived here. I think it was
important for my mental well being for my emotional well being, but
I think for my overall success in academia because without it I think
I would have collapsed under the pressure. So I think it was more of
this pressure from outside academic spaces. I think, I suffered
academically because of it. I had no connection to my cohort, very
little connection to professors because I didn’t feel like they
understood me. I had maybe one or two people in academiaadvisors that I felt comfortable discussing my process.
This feeling or understanding of having to separate the academic and the
personal aspects of self was also a common expression. When asked if they
ever felt the need to feel connected to family, community and culture while in
graduate school (MAR) said
Well, I never felt that I could include them, if that’s what you mean. I
feel like I have this great support system, but I can’t really bring
them into the picture. I get the idea that families aren’t welcomed in
the graduate student space. It seems to be like a “professional”
space and sometimes it seems like talking about the role that your
family and community plays may be seen as unprofessional. But,
yes, I guess I have felt like I needed to distance myself in order to
be successful. But, I have always had a hard time distancing…
A need for a collective sense of success regardless of distance with family,
community, and cultural spaces was a common thread among the interviewees.
(REZ) attending graduate school in the Midwest explained “I feel that for me my
success also speaks to the success of my community and my family and so I
know that when I finish that it will be an achievement not just for me but for my
family as well.”
When I asked how important it is to engage in research and writing that
acknowledges the contributions of those support persons outside of the
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academy, many students became emotional and shared personal testimony of
their support networks and an urgent need to keep these connections intact. A
Chicano (RD) stated,
[It is] extremely important. I think coming from an ethnic studies
background and this interdisciplinary kind of field made me value
the communities that I work with. I think that it was important to see
myself reflected in my community and in that sense the research
and work that I was doing became a reflection of myself. And I think
that was very important for me. It was this way to also navigate my
community and my role in the community as a potential PhD
candidate or PhD. I think writing about my community, writing about
myself, inserting myself in my research along with the community
[that] I put great value in, made me understand where I can fit and
be the most beneficial to that same community when the time
comes.
Another student (MAR) made reference to the connection to support and
community networks.
It’s the reason I’m in graduate school putting up with the violence of
the university. I think about how reading books and listening to
professors that I was able to identify with, like how that spoke to me
on a deeper level you know? Like almost like on an emotional level,
and I want to reciprocate that. I wanna do that for someone. Being
the kind of scholar that writes with and for their community is my
goal. It’s all I want to do. I couldn’t have survived this far in the
academy without them, and I want to give them the credit and
respect they deserve once I am in my research and writing phase.
This student envisions research and writing as a way to honor those
people that seem to be absent in her day to day life as a graduate student at the
university. Another student (JON) states,
I wouldn’t have gone to graduate school if I hadn’t been exposed to
work that was connected to community work or to like our families.
That was the kind of work that got me interested in writing and
continuing my education and that’s the reason why I am in graduate
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school. Even then my work is informed by the contributions to the
community to people so, like to Chicano/Latino people specifically,
so I mean it’s incorporated into everything that I do, I think. I don’t
think that I would even be a good writer if it weren’t for what my
family and community have taught me. I feel like the reason why I
am a good writer is because I believe they have taught me
knowledge or have contributed to what I know in ways that like
other people may not, and so in that sense I feel like I have
something to add to the conversation because of what I know
based on my experiences in my community.
I went on to ask her about research and writing that acknowledges the
contributions of those support persons outside of the academy and she shared,
Right now I'm writing my preliminary exam proposal and in my
proposal I specifically say, that my work is honoring the
contributions of women who have taught me about feminism even
though it hasn’t been defined as feminism by them or even
recognized by white mainstream feminists. So I say that specifically
and I think that in thinking about how work is done even though
some scholars would not recognize this as a collaborative process.
I feel like it is in many ways, they are informing what I know and
having the conversations and bringing back what I have learned
from them and having that conversation with them like it’s also
informing the way we are speaking about these issues, so its not
only one way. So its not like just them teaching me something and
then I can't have a conversation back with them and sometimes I
think there is that expectation where we take knowledge and then
that’s it, like the conversation can't continue. I feel like when I have
conversations with my mom for example, she incorporates what we
have talked about in the past but then brings a new dimension to it.
So I very much feel like I am going to incorporate it and will
continue that conversation with the people that I am working with.
These voices signal to me that the communal nature of Calmecac
Resistance is central to the ways Chicana/o graduate students navigate their
participation in higher education. It is an active move against the individualism
that neoliberal university policies urge of its students.
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Underground Calmecac Survival and the Role of Family, Community and Culture
When I asked students about how important the role of family, community
and cultural support systems are to their overall success in graduate school
students came alive with stories and moments of support. (MAR) stated,
They’re everything. They are the ones that keep me going. It’s not
my university. It’s definitely not the university. No way. Its my mom,
my dad, my sister my brothers, my friends from back home, my
community that I have made here. They remind me of my worth on
days when the university and institution try to tear me down. My
overall success, it’s all wrapped up in my family, culture and
community. They and their sacrifices and their stories are what
have kept me afloat on my worst days. When a professor from a
traditional field tried hard to shame me, to humiliate me, they
brought me back up...(tears) they reminded me that I was strong
and capable. I wouldn’t even be in graduate school if it wasn’t for
them. They give me strength. I think of my parents and their
sacrifices and their journey to this country. And why they did it.
They did it so that I could be where I am. So even though I am
always reminded and made to feel like am not good enough or
smart enough to be in a PhD program, I think of them and they give
me strength. If I finish…well, when I finish, it will be because of my
family and community, not because of anything that the university
did to keep me here.….if anything, they were constantly trying to
kick me out through their fucked up “diversity” politics, and all their
other messed up ways and it was my family that talked me through
it. Even though they never knew I was considering leaving the
program, their words and encouragement reminded me why I was
doing this. My family should get all the credit if and when I finish.
Not the university. They just made me miserable.
Another student (RD) shared the importance of Underground Calmecac to his
graduate school survival.
I think they are extremely important to my emotional mental state.
To my individual research, I think they’re crucial because I feel like I
wouldn’t be writing this if it wasn’t for my community. And seeing
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myself as a reflection of the community, I wouldn’t be writing this
dissertation in the ways that I am, I feel like I had to fight to include
my personal narratives into what research is, you know? I had to
still justify it and categorize it in ways that I wasn’t comfortable with
just so that the academic institution could validate my worth, my
words, my voice. So in that way I feel again, all those things are a
part of the way these institutions are reflecting on our community.
So in that way, I feel that they are extremely crucial to my overall
success because I wouldn’t be doing this if it wasn’t for them. I
would have no need or personal need to be doing this because I
don’t want to be, in the overall scheme of things, I don’t want to be
this academic super star that writes these books for white people. I
don’t want to be that. I want to teach in my community, I want to be
there for people like me that had to struggle to be in these spaces
and be a reflection of that community instead of what they want us
to be.
Many of the students made mention of the way that they relied on family,
community and cultural spaces as a way to survive and maintain connections to
self that get “lost” during the rigorous graduate school life. One student
mentioned that leaving one’s hometown to attend graduate school is not enough
anymore. She explained that to be successful in the eyes of the academy, there
is an expectation to leave not only your home, but all the people that make up
home as well.180

Solutions for the Future
My hope is that this research will facilitate conversations about how to
improve the graduate student experience for Chicana/Chicano Latina/o students.

180

(I) Interview Nov 2, 2014.
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Though many feminists have taken the materialist approach, it is most often
viewed as secondary to high theory. My aim is also to push the field of feminist
studies by repositioning Chicana/o theories that embrace corporeal and material
realities as central to feminist political ideology. While these epistemologies and
theories may sometimes resemble the thinking that has come from Foucault,
Gramsci, Butler, et.al., they have come to us from very different subject positions,
material realities and teachers. A nepantla theory, theory of the flesh, or the idea
of an Underground Calmecac are all grounded in specific experiences, history
and culture. They may or may not be standpoint theories. We, Chicana feminists,
have not named them as such. Had we done so, it would have been for a
different reason than dismissing the personal/political experience. I intend this
research to assist in understanding how to improve support for Chicana/o
students and their communities while they attend graduate school.
This work will contribute significantly to bridging Chicana/o Studies and
Critical Feminist Studies by lending focus to the importance of epistemology and
pedagogy to Chicana/o Latina/o educational experiences. In addition to speaking
to these fields, this research will also continue the much needed tradition by
women of color feminists that have insisted that family, community and culture
cannot be separated from educational and academic spaces. To carry these
goals out, I asked students to envision what a supportive university would look
like. I asked them, “in what ways could the university improve its support for them
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and their extended support systems”? (MAR) echoed a sentiment about financial
support that many other students also expressed.
I think first and foremost financially. Aside from having to deal with
overt and subtle racism, we also have to figure out how to fund our
education. So it can get to be a lot! There is a lot of emotional labor
involved in sitting through racist comments by white classmates, by
white undergrads that we teach and TA for, or racist comments by
white professors. So not having to worry about funding would be
nice! We come from working class families, many of us can’t ask
our families for help. Another thing that hurts is walking around
campus and not seeing anyone that looks like you! Admit more
students of color so we won’t have to be the only colored face in the
classroom. Along those lines, hire more faculty of color! We need
support at all levels. Often there is only one or two per department
and they are overworked because we all need them. Those things
would help a lot.
Another student (JON) also touched on this need for more faculty of color.
(JON) stated,
Some of the major obstacles I guess would be finding professors to
work with. There’s only a few professors at the university and they
are themselves overextended and unable to teach classes every
semester…where you know a white student might have like many
options as far as the classes they may want to take, I have had to
be strategic about when I was gonna take whatever I was gonna
take so that I could take classes with the professors that I wanted to
take. But also having to read work that is not related at all to the
ways of knowing that I already had prior to coming to this university
so just not feeling any of what I knew reflected in that. Apart from
also experiencing blatant racism in the classroom or having to hear
students speak in a way that was undermining what I knew.

As (JON) describes above, few faculty of color limits students’ choices of
who to work with, where as white students have a much larger field from which to
find the perfect partner or mentor. Additionally, scheduling classes to ensure
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mentorship by the overextended faculty of color can have a major impact on
successfully finishing a program in a timely manner, the emotional experience of
writing or the effects of having to take placeholder classes that actually
undermine our pedagogies of home.
The importance of having more faculty of color available in the University
is imperative for Chicana/o graduate student success. This is related to the
reasons for which Chicanas/os enter graduate programs that are many times
interrupted by the norms at the University. I credit this to the assimilative forces
inherent in university structures and processes. It is also important to note that
Chicana/o graduate students are asking for a particular kind of diverse faculty
that works specifically to counter assimilation and neocolonial efforts to separate
students from their connections to their underground support systems. Faculty of
color that understand the need for Chicana/o graduate students to be able to
engage with their Underground Calmecac are a vital part of the solutions for the
future.
(JON) also touched on the ties that are experienced with extended
support networks and how this is connected to success for graduate students
and their communities.
I think one thing I was also thinking about was how tied I am to my
community and to my family, not just emotionally, but also
financially. Like, the fact that me being here is gonna contribute to
our financial success in the future… so also the way that I defining
success. I remember I was in a class where all these white
students were talking about, they were talking about how the value
of PhD’s is going down because people can’t get jobs and people
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aren’t able to really ‘succeed’ after getting a PhD and I remember I
was in a class with (T) who is the only other woman of color in the
class, and I said, well I don’t know what it means to y’all when you
get a PhD, but for me it’s gonna be a huge benefit. Even having a
job that’s gonna pay me $30,000 as a community college teacher
that’s much more stability and opportunities that I would have
otherwise. So I was just thinking about how my family depends on
me financially. Like I still send them money and even though I’m
like a graduate student making TA income, it’s still important that I
have this kinda stability and some kinda like success in my life. But,
the university doesn’t see how tied we are to our homes or how tied
I am to my family or my community and how dependent my success
here is on them and how dependent their success is also on me
doing well here…how intrinsically tied like we still are regardless of
where we are and I think that’s true mostly for working class
students.
This student (JON) went on to make the connection about how often times our
Underground Calmecac support is not only providing emotional support, but even
though Chicana/o Latina/o students come from working class families, they are
still in many ways funding our education. She says,
One of those things they could do is like financially support us, you
know? That again is tied back, if we are not financially supported by
the university we are having to be supported by the communities
we come from. And so like, I know so many graduate students that
are students of color and working class students that have had to
do things like “go fund me” or to sell jewelry or sell art or whatever
and all of that is being purchased by the communities that they
come from. So, when the university is not financially supporting us,
our communities are the ones that are supporting us. And so, in
that way, it very much ties and in not giving us financial support
contributes to the strains that our community already has.
This student goes on to makes an incredibly important point that sometimes the
support we receive from our communities can place an unfair amount of strain as
well. Because we are underrepresented, our acceptance into academic spaces is
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seen as a collective effort. Thus, when we are not supported financially or are
expected to have the same access and support as mainstream upper middle
class students, our support systems also become strained. This also goes back
to the issue of institutions accepting diverse students, but not really
understanding the financial burden that entering these spaces can cause.

“So graduate school has been rough, what will it mean for you to finish?”
When I think about my experiences in graduate school I am always
reminded of bell hooks’ urging of marginality as a choice and an opportunity as a
site of resistance. It allows me to envision hope for my graduate student
marginality as also a “location of radical openness and possibility.”181 One of the
most emotional questions was when I asked students what it would mean for
them to finish their graduate degree. It was here that the collective nature of their
student experience took center stage. We spoke through tears, hopes, and raw
emotions as we explained how hope kept us afloat.
One student (MAR) answered,
It will mean everything. (cries). It will be a reinforcement of my
parents’ sacrifices…of the support of my community. It will mean so
much for everyone that knows me and has helped me along the
way. So many people have contributed to my success. So many
people are holding me up. I’m doing this for them. I hope to make
them proud and bring back something to my community. I hope to
be an asset. I want to serve them. I want to give back all that they
have given me. I want them to know I am doing, and I will have
done this, for them, because they inspire me everyday. Its also
181

hooks, yearning 153.
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painful because I fear that they will think differently of me, like think
that I am different. Distant. I don’t want this to happen. I want to
finish and be present in the lives of those people that have held my
hand through it. Even if the academy wants me to do otherwise in
order to be successful.
This student was particularly vocal about wanting to finish as a way to say thank
you, to honor her community of supporters, but also fear crept in with what it may
mean to not be a student anymore, but a PhD.
Another student, (KAD) touched on the “historical” component of finally
receiving a PhD and the intensity of expectations that the degree carries. She
shares,
It [PhD] would mean a gigantic success. I would be the first person
in my family to get a PhD. As an immigrant, it would be [pause]—
my mom has told me it would be historical for our family, so I think
that I purposely don’t want to think about it so much because it is so
frightening it’s almost paralyzing. I just have to move forward and
finish, but in the back of my head I know that it would mean a big
success for my family and like I said, not only people that I am
related to, who would be very happy for me, and would want to just
would feel so much pride, you know? So it would be a huge
success for my family to see me have a PhD and to have those
letters next to my name.
This same student, (KAD) shared on the inter connectedness of an Underground
Calmecac. She notes that sometimes our successes become community
successes,
When I got accepted to the University one of my friends, she’s from
Delano she grew up in a farming community, …we were best
friends and we were always hanging out and she went to pick me
up in the dorms cause I stayed there in the summer and she was
telling everyone, ‘oh I’m gonna pick up my sister from the
University! I’m gonna pick up my sister!’ It was so nice. …Not like
claiming, like other people… It’s just proximity. Like ‘you are part of
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me and it happened to us. Yeah, it happened to us.’ Nos paso a
todas. Cuando nos graduaemos vamoas a terminar todas.
[translation: It happened to all of us (feminized) When we graduate,
we will all finish. (feminized)]
The idea that our degree is collective and that people may “claim” us as a way to
feel proximity to the process was not uncommon. And it’s complicated to explain
because it did not seem like the claim was informed by anything but genuine love
and support.
Another student touched on this idea of her community expressing pride
and happiness just for her getting accepted into a graduate program:
It’s gonna mean a lot. I think a lot for my community. A lot for
myself. A lot for everyone…I think every person who is actually my
friend, gets it. And anyone who is my friend who became my family
and my family. I mean just look at my facebook. When I said I got
into [graduate school]—just getting into the program was, tears and
joy and you go through all these emotions. I can only imagine it will
be surreal. And just proud and just being proud. It doesn’t even
matter what I’m gonna be doing with it. Just the fact that it
happened.
I think the last sentence really spoke to the intensity of emotions that we and our
communities experience is really important. The outcome doesn’t matter, “just the
fact that it happened.”
(RD) explained an internal conflict with wanting to finish and make their
family and support network proud, but also feeling angry at the process.
That’s hard. I don’t know. I feel like its gonna be a great source of
pride for one, like I see that now. Within our families this kind of,
how they show us off. Like to them, we are already doctors, you
know? And I think that makes me feel happy because of what our
parents’ experiences have been. Their value in education has been
I think something that they sacrificed their whole lives to be here for
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and I think for them I think it’s this great sense of pride, and that’s
why I’m doing it. But for me I think it’s a struggle, it’s an internal
struggle. I have mixed emotions because I know I am gonna be
happy because I know its gonna be another goal that I was able to
accomplish, a personal goal, but at the same time having to
experience all those things that we went through in these spaces
makes me angry because it makes me think how inaccessible
something like this is for our community and I don’t wish that upon
anybody, I don’t want that for us, but it happened, you know. But its
something that it kinda like, it gives me mixed emotions for my own
personal being because it was extremely violent and I think that I’m
forever gonna have those scars. I’m forever gonna have those
doubts about myself that these teachers told me. Since they fucking
flunked me in kindergarten, since my professors told me that I
would be an embarrassment to any institution, being called out
about all these stupid Mexican perceptions in class, its something
that its gonna be forever a healing process that I’m gonna have to
go through and in that sense I have mixed emotions myself, but if it
wasn’t for that great sense of pride that we are gonna give my
mom… my family, my son hopefully one day, I think those are the
things that I think make me happy that we can be that for them at
least. you know? even though that isn’t really what is reflected
within myself.
This student articulated the complexity of the process and the contradictory
nature of celebrating a milestone like graduation, while confronting the reality that
it was a violent process. I think that in this instance Underground Calmecac
resistance is at play again. There is a way that the outside support system can
comfort this student by recentering the focus on how much they have also given
to the process and highlighting the community aspect of being a graduate student
of color. I view this as a reciprocal relationship in which both sides need the other
to feel safe and whole. I feel it is a move to reject that intended separation
between those that have attained formal education and those that have not.
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Living Underground Calmecac as active Resistance to Re-Colonizing Efforts
Overwhelmingly, the Chicana/o graduate students that I spoke to
expressed a need to connect to their support persons in order to feel whole. Their
experiences with higher education led many of them to feel isolated and silenced
at their predominately white campuses. Most students spoke of the ways that the
University alone was not responsible for their success. They relied on family,
chosen family, community, and culture for collective survival. An Underground
Calmecac Resistance relies on a communal relationship with support persons
that include experiences, material realities and knowledges of our home culture.
This often goes against what is taught as professionalism and individualism at
the University. Unlike neoliberal policies that attempt to create competitive
students that believe in meritocracy, students that employ Calmecac Resistance
are working against gate-keeping measures that can possibly open the door to
future scholars of color. The next passage by a student (IDA) expresses the
complex understanding of maintaining connections with culture and community,
while also acknowledging that this relationship may be disparaged because of
the inability to turn the experience into an academic paper or conference
presentation.
I don’t think the university recognizes that our families sustain us
not them. …and it’s very rare for people to stay in their home
communities, like for the most part you are removed from that by
having to go somewhere different in order to get your graduate
degree and its very rare that you still get to stay from whatever
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community you belong to and feel connected. So I feel that already
graduate school like moves you and isolates you and sees value in
you being alone in that space, and so I don’t know that they even
recognize that some of us have to maintain those connections in
order to thrive in these spaces and outside of that, now the
connections that I have for my family, the connections that I’ve
established outside the university, there is this expectation that I’m
suppose to spend all of my time writing and reading but I don’t feel
that the fact that I spend time like volunteering at a high school or
that I participate in spaces like the artistic or cultural spaces, that
the university will even see that connected to my work unless I were
gonna write about it, and its like in a very different way that I am
expected to engage in those spaces. So I think unless I can like
write and extract something from those communities, then there is
no value in doing that.
The notion that a successful graduate student should spend all their time
writing and reading is harmful to students that engage in an Underground
Calmecac Resistance because it normalizes white professionalism and calls for
the ability to disengage with life outside of the academy in order to “live a life of
the mind.” Many of us recognize it is unrealistic to presume a divide between
family, community and culture, but for Chicana/o graduate students it becomes a
necessary response to center their epistemologies of home and because this is
central to their survival in such spaces. Further, it is actively re-writing harmful
narratives of individualism that contribute to separating students of color from
their important connections.
Another student (JON) explains the negotiations that are made in order to
feel whole and connected,
I mean like my summers I don’t really spend doing academic work
and I know that that’s at the expense of potentially being ahead in
my studies like I should be or doing research that I could potentially
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I don’t know, publish or for whatever it would contribute to, but for
me without like the summers I get to spend with my family I
wouldn’t be able to make it through the semesters or I wouldn’t be
able to make it if I didn’t go home in the winter. So, in some ways I
guess I am not the leading, I’m not leading in my achievement as a
graduate student compared to some of my other peers. I don’t know
if I were compared to them, but I don’t think that is as important as it
is for me to be home or to take care of myself. This previous
summer I taught a high school class and it ended up taking a lot
more of my time and even more energy than I expected it would but
even as I was doing it and realizing that instead of writing, I was
teaching at a high school, it was worth it to me because that was
more meaningful to me than to write something that to me at the
time didn’t feel as important.
The idea that time with family, or teaching a high school summer course
actually contributes to the success of graduate students of color may sound silly.
However, it is important to consider that when students of color participate in
“non-academic” activities, it may very well be fulfilling a piece of the larger need
to feel whole and connected, especially while attending Universities that are
actively trying to stifle those connections by gate-keeping mechanism like those
discussed earlier and/or demanding a brand of professionalism that is
disconnected to academic “outsiders.”
The students that I interviewed were well aware of how to identify and
employ strategies of survival via Underground Calmecac Resistance. They
explained thoughtfully how the continued inequities they faced at the University
were indeed violent, but that the collective spirit of their support systems would
not allow them to give in. Their family, community and culture sustained them
and they knew exactly how to maintain those connections. I believe that what
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these students hoped for was that these strategies would be recognized and
valued by the University as valid extensions of their successful participation as
students.
While I am aware that Underground Calmecac Resistance may be read as
essentializing and romanticizing the role of community, culture and family, I think
it is important to honor the voices of graduate students of color that have shared
their truth. Because the students I interviewed are underrepresented on their
University campuses, their experiences are vital to filling in the gaps to better
understand how these communities are working together. Not all Chicanas/os
rely on family, chosen family, community and culture as a response to the
demands of the University, but the students I spoke to overwhelmingly did.
As many of the students I interviewed, Chicana/o graduate students were
often first generation, from working class immigrant families and because of their
social locations they develop different relationships with higher education. Only
four of the twelve students interviewed had family members that had gone on to
higher education. Often their understanding of epistemology surrounds the
family, community and culture and these persons continue to be an integral part
of their story. In order to support them, we need to pay attention to how they
make and maintain relationships to home epistemologies that counter the
narrative that in order to be a successful graduate student, one needs to engage
in individualism, competitiveness and gate-keeping. Underground Calmecac
Resistance centers those family and community members responsible for the
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epistemologies and support that allow us to thrive amidst an often-hostile
environment.

Conclusion: A Letter to My Sister(s)
On days when I felt my lowest, I would think of my sister and her words of
support in that letter she mailed to me my first year. My fears that I was actually
losing myself in this unfamiliar place were calmed only by the love and familiarity
in her words. On days that I questioned everything about whom I was, when I
had convinced myself that I did not belong in a PhD program, I found comfort in
her letter and I was reminded of the depth of my Calmecac. Letty’s words were
exactly what I needed to hear: “I know you’re gonna be great! And even if you
don’t think so, I think so for you!” She believed in me and I believed in her. Her
familiar encouragement combined with lighthearted jokes of our times together,
gave me so much life as I remembered the loving bond that an institution could
not break.
“None of us have ever been apart like this and its pretty tough. We all miss
you terribly. But the distance between us could never truly keep us apart. You
might miss me stealing your stuff. Well maybe we both miss that, but I know its
only for good, you’ll only bring back greatness to share with us,” she said as she
invoked the collective nature of my/our graduate career. I knew and felt that she
missed me, yet at eighteen years old, she already seemed to understand that
she and the rest of the family would be a part of the outcome. As is the case with
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Women of Color feminism, I learned so much about the power of resisting, from
my sister.
What I want to tell her now is that she was an integral part of my process
as well. Letty, my parents, my two brothers, my partner and the countless family
members and community formed my Underground Calmecac. They and their
words, and stories were reminders of our collective “greatness,” as Letty named
it. While I received blatant and subtle messages from the University that my
family, community or culture did not matter, my support network, my
Underground Calmecac, worked with me to counter these falsehoods. And as I
wrap up this dissertation, they deserve recognition for this work.
My hope is that this dissertation serves as a letter to my sister and the
many others who will soon begin their own graduate student journeys. I envision
this dissertation as an extended letter to Letty in gratitude for the letter she wrote
to me six years ago; because an Underground Calmecac Resistance relies on
reciprocal support to function. It is my hope that these words can serve as a
reference of support for my sister and any other student of color who needs to
have their stories, voices and epistemologies acknowledged.
The Women of Color feminists that I have cited here allowed me to
envision that success was possible and that my home was central to that
success. The graduate students I interviewed gave me an immense sense of
hope that amidst the violence and trauma that many of us experience in higher
education, we continue to resist. Engaging an Underground Calmecac is an
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active resistance efforts to colonize our knowledges and it speaks back to the
attempts to separate us from our families and communities. As we do this, it is
with the understanding that epistemic violence and silencing resembles historical
processes of colonization and resisting these attempts are vital for our collective
survival and ongoing decolonization.
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Appendix
Questionnaire for Graduate Student Participants 2014

DEMOGRAPHIC AND PERSONAL INFORMATION
1. Age:
2. Where did you grow up? (city, state) If you moved around frequently, where would
you consider home to be?
3. Where did you attend graduate school? (city, state)
4. What identity/cultural/political markers would you use to describe yourself? (Include
any and all that may apply)
5. When did you decide to attend graduate school?

6. Explain how you arrived at this decision.
7. Do you have any immediate family members that have a graduate degree? If so, state
the person’s relationship to you and the degree earned.
8. What year did you start your program?
9. How would you define “success”?
CONNECTION TO HOME INSTITUTION:
10. What department are you in?
11. Are there any other Chicanas/Chicanos Latinas/Latinos in your department?
12. How would you describe the demographics of your university campus?
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13. How important is it for you to feel connected to the larger graduate student population
on your school campus?

14. How important is it to feel culturally connected at your university campus?

15. Is there a place on campus in which you felt supported and connected to your
graduate school experience? If so, please explain.

16. Do you feel that the general campus atmosphere at your graduate school campus
understands your needs as a Chicana/Chicano Latina/Latino?
17. How could your university campus improve the support it offers Chicanas/Chicanos
Latinas/Latinos?

CONNECTION TO COMMUNITY:
18. Is there a community outside of the university campus that you rely on for academic
or emotional support? If so please explain.

19. How important is this community to your academic and emotional success?

20. Do you feel connected to this community while on your university campus? Explain.
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21. Are you able to include this community while in classes or on campus in your
graduate program? Explain.
22. Do you feel the university places value on community voices and presence on
campus? Explain.

23. Do you feel that your department places value on community voices and presence on
campus? Explain.

CONNECTION TO FAMILY/SELF-MADE FAMILIA:
24. Is there a family member or members outside of the university campus that you rely
on for academic or emotional support? If so please explain.

25. How important is this familial/support relationship to your academic success?

26. Do you feel that your family/support community is represented on the university
campus?

27. Do you feel that your family/support community is represented in the classroom
space?

28. How is your connection to family/support community related to your graduate school
experience?
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Is there anything else you would like to add that was not covered in this
questionnaire?
Interview Questions for Graduate Student Participants 2014
You just answered a questionnaire surrounding your experiences with family, community
and cultural support systems as a Chicana/Chicano Latina/Latino graduate student. This
next portion of will be an interview that discusses the relationships between all of these
aspects.
FAMILY, COMMUNITY, CULTURAL SUPPORT AND SUCCESS:
1. Can you describe how family, community and cultural success is connected for you?
2. Have you ever negotiated the need to feel connected to family, community and culture
while in graduate school? If so, can you explain how you have done this?
3. How important is it for you to engage in research and writing that acknowledges the
contributions of those support persons outside of the academy?
4. How would you respond to the notion that an institutionalized gate-keeping language
exists in the academy?
5. Do you think this gate-keeping language affects Chicana/Chicano Latina/Latino
graduate students? If so, how?
6. How do you think this gate-keeping language affects the families and communities of
Chicana/Chicano Latina/Latino graduate students?
7. How would you describe the value that the university places on persons outside the
academy?
8. Can you describe how important family, community and cultural support systems are
to your overall success in graduate school?
9. Describe how important this connection is for you as a Chicana/Chicano Latina/Latino
graduate student?
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10. If this connection is significant, do you feel that the university understands and
supports the connection to family, community and culture for Chicana/Chicano
Latina/Latino students?

11. In what ways could the university improve its support for you and your extended
support systems?

12. What are some of the major obstacles or conflicts that you have encountered as a
Chicana/Chicano Latina/Latino graduate student?

13. Do you feel there is an expectation from the university to separate home, community
and academic life?
If so, what do you think informs this assumed divide in the academy?
14. What will it mean for your family, community, extended support systems for you to
finish your dissertation and receive your PhD/EdS/MA, etc?
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